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Repetitive losses from natural disasters are a multibillion dollar
problem, and climate change threatens to make it worse. However, the
problem is avoidable, and this Article offers a new analytical
framework to explain how.

While some disaster losses are inevitable, we argue that recurrent
losses are a preventable consequence of real estate market failures and
policy shortcomings. By applying the concept of "adjustment failure
costs," a recent contribution to property theory, we present a fresh
perspective for understanding and alleviating the economic and human
costs of disasters.

Adjustment failure costs describe the costs (or losses) that arise from
difficulties in markets reaching efficiency. We contend that the problem
of repetitive-loss properties is a manifestation of high adjustment
failure costs. Vulnerable areas experience wave after wave of death and
destruction before investments in disaster-prone properties slow.
Meanwhile, federal disaster policies impede market adjustments by
subsidizing hazardous redevelopment. Thus, the real estate market's
response to disaster risk remains laggard despite a painfully pricey set
of lessons.

Appreciating recurrent disaster losses as a symptom of high adjustment
failure costs informs both when policies should intervene in real estate
markets and how such interventions can prevent future losses. In
particular, adjustment failure cost analysis can guide deployment of
risk reduction efforts like buyouts. Additionally, policies seeking to
prevent recurrent losses should aim to lower adjustment failure costs
by altering how vulnerable real estate is treated as a market commodity.
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Based on these insights, this Article suggests specific changes to federal

disaster laws to avoid repetitive disaster losses and inform climate

change adaptation efforts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"[T]he seemingly endless cycle of flood and recovery continues .... " yet
"[t]he misery is the same: flooded homes, forced relocations, shattered lives."1

Brian Harmon had just finished spending over $300,000 to fix his home in
Kingwood, Texas, when Hurricane Harvey sent floodwaters "completely over
the roof."... It has flooded 22 times since 1979, making it one of the most
flood-damaged properties in the country. Between 1979 and 2015, government
records show the federal flood insurance program paid out more than $1.8
million to rebuild the house-a property that Mr. Harmon figured was worth
$600,000 to $800,000 before Harvey hit ....

Natural disasters like floods, wildfires, hurricanes, and mudslides beset
countless properties, and some instances of disaster loss are unavoidable. But
repetitive losses, like the one described above, are not.

Rather, the $1.8 million spent on a property whose "market value" is
perhaps $800,000 and the preventable death and misery caused by recurrent
flooding are unfortunate and avoidable byproducts of real estate market
dynamics and current policy shortcomings.3 Worse still, climate change will
likely cause more frequent and higher-intensity natural disasters, meaning that
without policy improvements, unnecessary repetitive disaster losses will
increase.

Daniel Cusick, Neighborhood Hit by 3rd Flood in 2 Years. 'We've Got to Go,' E&E
NEWS: CLIMATEWIRE (Sept. 25, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/10611
66943/search?keyword=Cusick (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal) [hereinafter
Cusick, Neighborhood].

2 Ruth Simon, One House, 22 Floods: Repeated Claims Drain Federal Insurance
Program, WALL ST. J., https://www.wsj.com/articles/one-house-22-floods-repeated-claims-
drain-federal-insurance-program-1505467830 [https://perma.cc/2GVB-UUQ7] (last
updated Sept. 15, 2017).

3 See id.
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.In response, this Article proposes a new analytical framework to reduce

recurrent disaster losses, guide land management, and inform climate change

adaptation efforts. In particular, we apply the concept of "adjustment failure

costs," a recent contribution to property theory, to improve both governance of

vulnerable real estate and federal disaster planning and response laws.

As this Article details, repetitive-loss properties represent instances of high

and increasing adjustment failure costs. Adjustment failure costs describe the

costs that arise from the time markets take to adjust toward equilibrium.4 All

markets fluctuate as prices, supply, and demand constantly rebalance.5 Often

unappreciated, this rebalancing generates costs; and while such adjustment

failure costs are frequently negligible, they can be substantial, particularly if

they involve irreparable harms.6

The current state of affairs portends high, continuous, growing, and

avoidable adjustment failure costs for disaster-vulnerable properties. First, real

estate markets occasion significantly high adjustment failure costs, such as

-death, destruction, and accompanying misery, as they gradually adjust to

repetitive losses.7 Second, current federal disaster policies raise these

adjustment failure costs by additionally slowing market moves to efficient

valuation.8 Finally, climate change will likely cause more frequent and higher

intensity disasters, increasing adjustment failure costs even further.9 So, while

real estate markets may eventually respond to disaster losses and climate change

impacts, this adjustment process will be costly.

Understanding these adjustment failure costs can inform policies to prevent

unnecessary suffering by property owners, residents, and potential buyers.

Specifically, we argue that adjustment failure cost analysis should shape both

when policies intervene in markets for vulnerable real estate and how such

interventions can most effectively prevent recurrent disaster losses. While

prevailing critiques of federal disaster law oftentimes focus on actuarial

shortcomings, our analysis provides new insights into disaster policy by also

recognizing substantial problems with vulnerable real estate markets

themselves. This Article makes both practical and theoretical contributions. It

gives policymakers deployable guidance for improving policies, avoiding

destruction, and saving lives. At the same time, it offers a fresh theoretical

4See Michael Pappas & Victor B. Flatt, The Costs of Creating Environmental

Markets: A Commodification Primer, 9 U.C. IRVINE L. REv. 731, 734 (2019).

5 Id at 747-48.
6 1d at 762.
7 See id at 763.
8 See id at 747-48; Shannon Collins Schroeder, Comment, Does America's New

Disaster Relief Law Provide the Relief America Needs?, 56 Hous. L. REv. 1177, 1190

(2019).
9 See NAT'L WILDLIFE FED'N, CLIMATE CHANGE, NATURAL DISASTERS, AND WILDLIFE

1, 3 (Nov. 2019), https://www.nwf.org/-/media/Documents/PDFs/Environmental-Threats/
Climate-Change-Natural-Disasters-fact-sheet.ashx [https://perma.cc/H2XB-CLZ2].
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framework to advance scholarship considering legal responses to disaster risks
and climate dynamism.

This Article proceeds in four parts. Part It overviews the problem of
recurrent disaster losses, documenting how current disaster planning and
management laws aggravate the predicament, and how climate change will
likely continue to worsen these losses.

Next, Part III introduces the concept of adjustment failure costs as a critical
perspective for addressing recurrent disaster losses. It explains how adjustment
failure costs unavoidably arise through market processes and how particular
scenarios, such as irreparable harms, can drive adjustment failure costs so high
that they exceed the benefits of the market.

Part IV then applies adjustment failure cost analysis to the context of
disaster-vulnerable properties. It explains why such real estate is prone to high
adjustment failure costs, and it suggests that unacceptably high adjustment
failure costs should trigger policy interventions, like buybacks or "managed
retreat"10 efforts to relocate development away from hazards. Further, it argues
that to reduce adjustment failure costs, policies must alter how vulnerable
parcels are treated as commodities in the real estate market. Such alterations
could include limiting the real estate interests that can be bought and sold or
completely decommodifying certain parcels by taking them off the market.

Finally, Part V suggests changes to disaster planning and management laws
to incorporate insights from adjustment failure cost analysis. For example, it
counsels that when high adjustment failure costs cannot practicably be reduced,
disaster response programs should shift from a focus on rebuilding to a focus on
relocation. Through this and other updates, disaster laws can use adjustment
failure cost analysis to implement fairer, safer, and more efficient land
management practices for disaster-vulnerable properties.

II. INEFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT LAWS TO ADDRESS RECURRENT

DISASTERS

This Article addresses the problem of crafting adequate legal responses to
increasing and recurrent climate disasters. This Part provides background
context for that problem. Part A documents the increasing instances and costs
of recurrent disasters. Part B then discusses the policy options for addressing
recurrent disaster losses as well as the shortcomings of current policy efforts. It
summarizes land management regimes through which laws might attend to
recurrent disasters and discusses how current disaster planning and management
laws, specifically buyout policies and the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP), do not effectively address recurrent disasters.

10See infra notes 49-50 and accompanying text.
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A. Increasing Cost and Instance of Recurrent Disasters

According to a 2015 article,

35.8 million U.S. single family homes and condos with a combined

estimated market value of $6.6 trillion are in counties with high or very high

natural hazard risk. Those 35.8 million homes represent 43 percent of the 83.4

million single family homes and condos in all counties analyzed for the

report. 1

This means that many homes are highly vulnerable to disaster losses, and

they are likely becoming more so.
It is now accepted science that at least part of the increase in natural

disasters, particularly flooding, can be attributed to climate change.12 Of special

concern are the slow-moving atmospheric disturbances that result in much

heavier rainfall. 13 Five state records of total rainfall have been broken by these

slow-moving tropical storm systems since 2016.14
Disturbances that in the past would have had limited damage have caused

much larger destruction under the influence of climate change.15 In 2019,
Hurricane Barry set an all-time record rainfall in Arkansas, far from its Gulf

Coast landing. 16 Tropical Storm Imelda, the weakest storm to make landfall in

2019, caused $2 billion worth of damages.17 Though downgraded to a Tropical

Depression when stalling over land, Imelda dumped over forty inches of rain in

three days in the Houston region.18

And the danger and loss from the largest storm events is becoming worse.

Hurricane Harvey broke all-time U.S. rainfall records in 2017, and caused over

1143 Percent of U.S. Homes with an Estimated Market Value of $6.6 Trillion in

Counties with High Natural Disaster Risk, REALTYTRAC (Sept. 2, 2015), https://www.realty

trac.com/news/realtytrac-2015-u-s-natural-disaster-housing-risk-report/ [https://perma.cc/

2WHK-HQRZ].
12 See John Schwartz, 'Like a Terror Movie': How Climate Change Will Cause More

Simultaneous Disasters, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 19, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/
1 1/19/climate/climate-disasters.html [https://perma.cc/BV26-XH35]; see also Benjamin T.

Sharp, Supreme Court Commentary, Stepping into the Breach: State Constitutions as a

VehicleforAdvancing Rights-Based Climate Litigation, 14 DUKE J. CONST. L. & PUB. POL'Y

SIDEBAR 39, 49-50 (2019).
13 Brian K. Sullivan, Hurricane Season Does Less Damage but Leaves Ominous Signs,

E&E NEWS: CLIMATEWIRE (Nov. 25, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/
1061638049/search?keyword=sullivan (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal).

141d
1 sSee id.
16Id
17 Id.
18 John Bacon & Kristin Lam, 'Worse than Hurricane Harvey': At Least 2 Dead as

Imelda Overwhelms Texas with 'Incredibly Dangerous' Flooding, USA TODAY (Sept. 20,
2019), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/09/19/texas-flooding-storm-
imelda-hits-winnie-beaumont-dangerous-rain/

23 72 2200 0 1/ [https://perma.cc/Y648-4UZW].
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$125 billion dollars in adjusted damages.19 Hurricane Dorian in 2019 tied for
the strongest storm to ever hit the North Atlantic.20 "There has never been a land
area, or even open ocean, that was hit harder for a longer period of time than
what Dorian did to the northern Bahamas."21 Though the damages in the
Bahamas were record-breaking, had the storm stalled over Florida or the
Carolinas, economic damages would probably have increased exponentially.22

These increasing intensities come with concomitant impact. Over 738,000
people registered for assistance after Hurricane Harvey,23 and the damage to the
Bahamas from Dorian has been described as "complete ruin."24 "Floods have
cost the United States nearly $850 billion since 2000, according to NOAA. Yet
scientists say the frequency and intensity of flood events only will grow as
glaciers melt, seas rise[,] and atmospheric conditions become more chaotic and
less predictable."2 5

This $850 billion price tag does not even account for all losses, such as death
and impacts to human health and productivity.26

Accordingly, the price of disasters has been rising and will likely continue
on that trajectory.2 7 Disasters in the United States have always been costly, but
in the last three decades, disaster funding has increased tenfold, even when
adjusted for inflation.28 Moreover, though our federal disaster laws are supposed
to provide disaster relief, it continues to be "increasingly difficult to secure
federal expenditures."29 Amendments continue to be made to these laws, but the
funding has trouble keeping pace with worsening disasters.30

19 Kimberly Amadeo, Hurricane Harvey Facts, Damages and Costs, BALANCE,
https://www.thebalance.com/hurricane-harvey-facts-damage-costs-4150087 [https://
perma.cc/937H-VB96] (last updated Sept. 24, 2020).20 Sullivan, supra note 13.

21 Id (quoting Ryan Truchelut, president of WeatherTiger).
22 See James Bruggers, Dorian One of Strongest, Longest-Lasting Hurricanes on

Record in the Atlantic, INSIDE CLIMATE NEWS (Sept. 7, 2019), https://www.insideclimate
news.org/news/07092019/hurricane-dorian-record-cl imate-change-bahamas-north-carolina-
gulf-stream/ [https://perma.cc/8YE8-5P4A].

2 3 Hurricane Harvey Recovery, UNITED WAY, https://www.unitedway.org/recovery/
hurricane-harvey [https://perma.cc/J377-X7GV].

24 Associated Press, Hurricane Dorian Leaves Parts of the Bahamas in Complete Ruin,
CBC NEWS (Sept. 3, 2019), https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/hurricane-dorian-bahamas-us-
tuesday-1.5268311 [https://perma.cc/Z9ES-YU9P].

25 Daniel Cusick, Report Highlights 13 Ways to Outsmart Flooding, E&E NEWS:
CLIMATEWIRE (Nov. 20, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/1061594547/
search?keyword=cusick (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal).26 See Bruggers, supra note 22.

27 Jeff Stein & Andrew Van Dam, Taxpayer Spending on U.S. Disaster Fund Explodes
Amid Climate Change, Population Trends, WASH. POST (Apr. 22, 2019),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2019/04/22/taxpayer-spending-us-disaster-
fund-explodes-amid-climate-change-population-trends/ [https://perma.cc/7J3K-3Q9D].28 ld.

29 Schroeder, supra note 8, at 1190.
3 0See id at 1190-91.
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Finally, recurrent losses bear specific mention. A significant portion of

disaster costs are for repetitive repairs for losses that occur from the same

property.3 1 According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, the U.S.

"flood insurance program had paid $5.5 billion from 1978 to 2015 to repair and

rebuild more than 30,000 properties that had flooded more than once. Claims

for those residences and businesses had been submitted an average of five

times."32

Given this state of affairs, the prospect of increasing and recurrent disaster

represents a major land-management issue in need of a considered policy

response.

B. Policy Options and Shortcomings in Response to Recurrent Disasters

1. Land Management Regimes for Addressing Disasters: The Market
Process and Government Policies

This Part overviews the prevailing land-management approaches both to

provide background and to offer models for potential policies to address

recurrent disasters.
As a general matter, most decisions about land are managed through a

market process. An extensive, active real estate market enables willing buyers

and willing sellers to transact, yielding gains from trade and facilitating the

movement of property to owners that value it most.33 Additionally, market

forces guide individual landowner behavior.34 Laws generally afford

landowners great latitude to decide whether and how to use land, relying on

economic incentives to steer individual land-use decisions toward socially

valuable outcomes.35 Thus, landowners can typically choose to retain and use

land according to their preferences or to sell land if they find a higher value in

doing so. This market system has well-documented advantages, including

promoting both efficiency and autonomy in the use and exchange of land.36

31 See, e.g., Kevin Sack & John Schwartz, As Storms Keep Coming, FEMA Spends

Billions in 'Cycle' of Damage and Repair, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 8, 2018), https://www.ny

times.com/2018/10/08/us/fema-disaster-recovery-climate-change.html [https://perma.cc/

H63X-93AZ].
32 Id
33 Tamar Frankel, Essay, The Legal Infrastructure of Markets: The Role of Contract

and Property Law,73 B.U. L. REv. 389, 393 (1993).
34 Karen M. Gibler & Susan L. Nelson, Consumer Behavior Applications to Real Estate

Education, 6 J. REAL EST. PRAC. & EDUC. 63, 64-66 (2003).
35See Frankel, supra note 33, at 393.
36 Id In fact, market alienability of property has been considered one of the great

advancements from feudalism. See Claire Priest, Creating an American Property Law:

Alienability and Its Limits in American History, 120 HARV. L. REv. 385, 392 (2006). Many

have extolled the virtues of the market. See, e.g., Samuel Bowles, Alan Kirman & Rajiv

Sethi, Retrospectives: Friedrich Hayek and the Market Algorithm, 31 J. EcoN. PERSP. 215,

215 (2017).
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However, land management is not completely left to market processes;
rather, government policies also guide the uses of land.37 A prime example is
land-use regulations that restrict certain uses.38 For instance, zoning policies
may classify areas as exclusively commercial or residential, despite market
demand for both commercial and residential development in the areas.3 9 Such
zoning plans represent land-use regulations that aim to avoid harmful,
economically inefficient conflicts, such as non-compatible neighboring uses.40

In addition to restricting land uses, government policies may also intervene in
the market to encourage particular land uses. 41 For example, development grant
policies may subsidize uses like affordable housing or neighborhood
revitalization.42 Such interventions promote preferred uses or public goods that
the market may undersupply.43

Policy options for addressing recurrent disasters generally track these basic
approaches to land management. Without policy intervention most choices
about disaster risk, response, and recovery would be left to individual decisions
in the real estate market.44 As a default, individual landowners or buyers would
choose how they wish to handle disaster risk. In such an unfettered market,
individuals would typically invest in property or rebuild after a disaster based
on their own assessment of whether it is worthwhile to do so in light of the
potential for recurrent disaster.45

However, government policies intervene and seek to influence land uses to
prevent disaster losses or guide disaster recovery.4 6 For instance, zoning policies
can certainly incorporate disaster planning, such as by trying to avoid future
erosion and flood losses by prohibiting new construction in vulnerable coastal

37 John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use System: A Diagnostic
Approach to Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENvTL. L. REV. 821,
821-22 (2006) [hereinafter Nolon, Historical].

38See id.; see also Daniel P. Selmi, The Contract Transformation in Land Use
Regulation, 63 STAN. L. REv. 591, 598-600 (2011).

3 9See, e.g., Nolon, Historical, supra note 37, at 830-31; see also OHIo DEP'T OF
HEALTH, ZONING 101: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 1 (Apr. 2019), https://odh.ohio.gov/
wps/wcm/connect/gov/791 ell 24-7fd6-4782-8392-367a68257391 /FAQFactsheet_Land
+Use+Zoning.pdfMOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACH EID=ROOTWORKSP
ACE.Z18_M1 HGGI KONOJOOOQO9DDDDM3000-791 el1124-7fd6-4782-8392-367a68257
391-mJMzfuy [https://perma.cc/D8HD-FCSS].

40 See Nolon, Historical, supra note 37, at 831; see, e.g., OHIO DEP'T OF HEALTH, supra
note 39, at 1.

41 See, e.g., Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 397 (1926).
4 2 See, e.g., D.C. Dep't of Hous. and Cmty. Dev., Community Development Block Grant

Program, DC.Gov, https://dhed.dc.gov/page/community-development-block-grant-program
[https://perma.cc/83DK-3LQG].

4 3 See Nolon, Historical, supra note 37, at 831; see, e.g., OHIO DEP'T OF HEALTH, supra
note 39, at 1.

44 See John R. Nolon, Disaster Mitigation Through Land Use Strategies, 23 PACE
ENVTL. L. REV. 959, 983-85 (2006).

45 See supra notes 31-32 and accompanying text.
46See e.g., Nolon, Historical, supra note 37, at 851, 853.
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areas.47 However, zoning policies are limited in addressing existing property

uses because zoning typically focuses on future uses of property.4 8 To address

recurrent disaster risk for current uses of property, land-use policies must go a

step further. "Managed retreat" policies do just this by seeking to move

development away from high-risk areas.49 For instance, a managed retreat

policy might address severe erosion and flood risks by not only prohibiting new

construction but also relocating existing uses away from floodplains.50 So,
unlike zoning, which typically targetsfuture uses and seeks to manage ongoing

collective use of an area, managed retreat policies look to limit or remove

current and future uses and coordinate collective withdrawal from an area.51

Finally, government initiatives can also offer subsidies to support efforts to

redevelop or retrofit disaster-threatened properties.52 For instance, subsidies

might promote disaster resilience by providing incentives to raise homes above

flood levels or landscape to decrease wildfire vulnerability.53 However, ill-

tailored subsidies can also exacerbate recurrent disaster losses.54 For example,

poorly implemented disaster assistance and subsidized insurance policies can

47 See, e.g., Lucas v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1021-24 (1992).
48 See Nolon, Historical, supra note 37, at 830.
49 See, e.g., Andrea McArdle, Managing "Retreat": The Challenges of Adapting Land

Use to Climate Change, 40 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 605, 606 (2018); Developing

GCC's Managed Retreat Toolkit, GEO. CLIMATE CTR. (July 15, 2020), https://www.george

townclimate.org/articles/building-resources-for-managed-retreat.htm [https://perma.cc

/VGR6-6PC2]; Managed Retreat Strategies, NAT'L OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.,

https://web.archive.org/web/20150905055350/http://coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/initiativ
es/shorelinepprretreat.html (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal) (last updated Oct.

22, 2007).
5 0 See, e.g., U.S. DEP'T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEv. & LA. OFFICE OF CMTY. DEV.,

RESETTLEMENT OF ISLE DE JEAN CHARLES: BACKGROUND & OVERVIEW 1 (June 2020),

http://www.isledejeancharles.la.gov/sites/default/files/public/IDJC-Background-and-Over
view-6-20_web.pdf [https://perma.cc/L7KF-K4GR].

51 See supra note 49 and accompanying text. See generally Nolon, Historical, supra

note 37, at 830 (noting that zoning "[u]ses that do not conform to newly adopted zoning

regulations may continue but may not be expanded or enlarged").
52 See, e.g., Press Release, FEMA, FEMA to Provide Nearly $2 Million Dollars to Help

Retrofit Homes Against Earthquake Damage (Sept. 17, 2018), https://www.fema.gov/news-

release/20200807/fema-provide-nearly-2-milion-dollars-help-retrofit-homes-against-
earthquake [https://perma.cc/AD8X-CY7L]; Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants, FEMA,
https://www.fema.gov/grants/mitigation [https://perma.cc/5GFT-TD5D] (last updated Dec.

18, 2020).
53 See, e.g., Press Release, FEMA, Elevating Your Home? What You Need to Know

and Do (June 25, 2018), https://www.fema.gov/news-release/20200220/eleva-su-casa-lo-
que-necesita-saber-y-hacer [https://perma.cc/5V7T-GAM4]; Fire Adapted Communities,

U.S. FOREST SERV., https://www.fs.usda.gov/managing-land/fire/fac [https://perma.cc/
L7ZM-ADMS].

54See A.R. Siders, Government-Funded Buyouts After Disasters Are Slow and

Inequitable-Here's How That Could Change, CONVERSATION (Oct. 19, 2018),

https ://theconversation.com/government-funded-buyouts-after-disasters-are-slow-and-
inequitable-heres-how-that-could-change-103 8 17 [https://perma.cc/2JQ6-WWM3].
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stimulate investment in risky areas where the market might not otherwise
encourage it.55

This generalized overview of land management provides a backdrop for
potential responses to recurrent disasters. The next Part considers how federal
disaster response measures attempt to embrace some of these approaches but
remain ill-suited to address recurrent disasters.

2. Federal Disaster Response Policies Ill-Suited to Recurrent Disaster

Federal disaster policies have a major impact on land management in the
face of recurrent disasters. Over nearly a century of existence,56 federal disaster
policies have undergone numerous revisions and updates, including
amendments as recent as 2018.57 Nonetheless, these policies have continuously
struggled to effectively address recurrent disasters, and this failure is only
exacerbated by climate change impacts.58 This is because they are conceptually
and practically ill-suited to grapple with recurrent disaster, resulting in a limited
ability to prevent recurrent losses and a tendency to frustrate them.59

In theory, federal disaster law contemplates a nuanced, multifaceted
approach to anticipating, guarding against, and learning from disasters.60 For
instance, federal disaster law organizes the roles of the Federal Emergency
Management Authority (FEMA) into five missions: "preparedness, protection,
response, recovery, and mitigation." 6 1 Consistent with this expressed multi-
pronged approach, federal disaster law theoretically deploys an integrated
variety of land management interventions to limit disaster losses.62 For example,

55 See Sack & Schwartz, supra note 31.56 The federalization of disaster relief began after the major river flooding in the 1920s.
Christine A. Klein & Sandra B. Zellmer, Mississippi River Stories: Lessons from a Century
of Unnatural Disasters, 60 SMU L. REv. 1471, 1483-84 (2007). However, the modern base
of federal disaster relief was passed in 1988 in the form of the Stafford Act. Schroeder, supra
note 8, at 1190.

57 Schroeder, supra note 8, at 1190-91.
581d at 1191-99. These policies also struggle with persistent problems regarding

record keeping, insufficient funding, dependence on victim action, and politics. Id at 1191-
99.

59 Cf id at 1191-98.
6 0 See Federal Disaster Policy: Toward a More Resilient Future, EVIDENCE MATERS

(2015), https://www.huduser.gov/portal/periodicals/em/winterl 5/highlight .html [https://
perma.cc/2KXX-7AHX]. See generally Off. of Policy Dev. & Res, History of Federal
Disaster Policy, EVIDENCE MATTERS, Winter 2015, https://www.huduser.gov/portal/
periodicals/em/winterI5/highlightl sidebar.html [https://perma.cc/AC5G-HH U4] ("After
nearly 150 years (1803-1947) of ad hoc disaster responses and limited mitigation activities,
the federal government has incrementally expanded relief, recovery, and preparedness
policies through permanent funding and institutions, but policy reform has remained largely
reactive to large-scale disasters or clusters of disasters.").

61 Robert H. Jerry, II, Managing Hurricane (and Other Natural Disaster) Risk, 6 TEX.
A&M L. REV. 391, 404 (2019) (citation omitted).62 Id at 411.
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federal disaster programs contemplate buyouts to assist in managed retreat for

extreme repetitive-loss properties, and the National Flood Insurance Program

(NFIP) theoretically subsidizes development that takes appropriate precautions,
such as raised or resilient structures and homes.63

However, as detailed in this section, the current suite of federal policies

attempting to address recurrent disaster merely distorts the market process

towards subsidizing increased development. Federal efforts at managed retreat

from recurrent disasters have proven practically unworkable because the buyout

process is hampered by funding, policy choices, and bureaucracy issues.64

Further, because the NFIP subsidizes development in risky areas and does not

impose sufficiently strict land use policies to create effective zoning, it actually

contributes to recurrent disaster loss rather than forestalling it.65

a. Buyout Programs and Their Effect in Limiting Managed Retreat

Federal buyout programs are effectively the gatekeeper of relocation and

managed retreat initiatives. This is the case for two related reasons. First,

buyouts are a key component of relocation policies, both because displacing

existing uses may constitutionally require compensation under the Fifth

Amendment66 and because such displacement policies may depend on

compensation for their political viability. 67 Second, federal buyout programs

provide funding to support the vast majority of state and local buyout

63 FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE UNIFIED GUIDANCE 74 (2010),

http://centralvtplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/
2 0 12/03/HMA -Unified-Guidance_w-

updated-hyperlinks.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y48N-MY67] [hereinafter FEMA, HAZARD

MITIGATION ASSISTANCE]; FEMA, FEMA P-758, SUBSTANTIAL

IMPROVEMENT/SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE DESK REFERENCE 3-1 (2010), https://www.fema.gov/

media-library-data/20130726-1733-25045-8643/p758_ch3_r2.pdf [https://perma.cc/4E6N-

Q9RK] [hereinafter FEMA, SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT].

64 Rob Moore, As Climate Risks Worsen, U.S. Flood Buyouts Fail to Meet the Need,

YALE ENV'T 360 (Jan. 23, 2020), https://e360.yale.edu/features/as-climate-risks-worsen-
u.s.-flood-buyouts-fail-to-meet-the-need [https://perma.cc/GG8J-67R3].

65 Cf NICOLE T. CARTER ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERv., R45017, FLOOD RESILIENCE

AND RISK REDUCTION: FEDERAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMS 4, 41, 44 (2019),

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45017.pdf [https://perma.cc/HG34-RL8L].
66See Klein & Zellmer, supra note 56, at 1474; see also Christine A. Klein, The

National Flood Insurance Program at Fifty: How the Fifth Amendment Takings Doctrine

Skews Federal Flood Policy, 31 GEO. ENvTL. L. REv. 285, 288 (2019) [hereinafter Klein,
The National].

67 For similar political reasons, most buyback programs are voluntary rather than

compulsory exercises of eminent domain. See FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE,

supra note 63, at 13; Katharine J. Mach, Caroline M. Kraan, Miyuki Hino, A.R. Siders, Erica

M. Johnston & Christopher B. Field, Managed Retreat Through Voluntary Buyouts of Flood-

Prone Properties, SCI. ADVANCES, Oct. 2019, at 1. However, eminent domain could be

exercised in this manner, and some contexts may call for it. FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION

ASSISTANCE, supra note 63, at 15.
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initiatives.68 Rarely do states and localities fund their own buyout programs,
presumably because of both the expense and a learned dependence on federal
funding.69 As such, federal buyout programs are a crucial factor in nearly all
managed retreat efforts.

Though federal programs expressly envision relocation to prevent repetitive
disaster losses, such relocation efforts remain stunted because federal buyout
programs have proven so slow and limited that they render most relocation
initiatives impracticable.70 For instance, the FEMA-funded property acquisition
program provides buyout funding specifically for relocation and managed
retreat initiatives to address recurrent disaster losses.71 The program explicitly
contemplates projects like purchasing damaged property from homeowners in
disaster areas and allowing the land to revert to open space.72 However,
ponderous administrative processes have resulted in limited possibilities and
missed opportunities for such buyouts and relocations.73

68 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), FEMA, https://www.fema.gov/
grants/mitigation/hazard-mitigation [https://perma.cc/5HG2-AQ6V] (last updated Aug. 6,
2020).

69 See Alex Brown, Washington State Experiments with Buyouts, Restoring
Floodplains to Avoid Future Disasters, PHYS.ORG (Oct. 11, 2019), https://phys.org/
news/2019-10-washington-state-buyouts-floodplains-future.html [https://perma.cc/5FY6-
RUWE]; see also Grant Patterson, Can Houston Become Better at Buying Out Flooded
Homes?, HOus. CHRON. (Feb. 9, 2018), https://www.houstonchronicle.com/local/gray-
matters/article/After-Harvey-Harris-County-can-learn-buyout-12562871.php# [https://
perma.cc/CE72-BP4B] [hereinafter Patterson, Can Houston Become Better].

70 See, e.g., Linda Poon, As Flooding Worsens, Home Buyouts Move at a Snail's Pace,
BLOOMBERG CITYLAB (Sept. 17, 2019), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-
09-17/most-post-flood-buyouts-take-more-than-5-years [https://perma.cc/LC7V-MTCZ].

71 FEMA, PROPERTY ACQUISITION HANDBOOK FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES: A SUMMARY
FOR STATES I-1 (1998), https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1507-20490-
4551/fema_ 317.pdf [https://perma.cc/5E5Y-EUZR] [hereinafter STATE SUMMARY]. The
overall system for federal funding of buyouts is summarized by FEMA:

FEMA-funded property acquisition and structure demolition or relocation projects
for open space consist of a community purchasing floodprone structures from willing
sellers and either demolishing the structures or relocating the structures to a new site
outside of the floodplain. The purchased property is then maintained for open space
purposes in perpetuity in order to restore and/or conserve the natural floodplain
functions. While some communities may elect to develop a new site outside of the
floodplain for participating residents to move to, FEMA encourages communities to opt
for the simpler acquisition and structure removal model. These projects require only
minimal environmental review, are considerably less expensive, and allow homeowners
to determine where to relocate.

FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE, supra note 63, at 74.
72 FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE, supra note 63, at 75.
73 See Poon, supra note 70 and accompanying text.
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While all federal disaster funding is subject to years-long appropriative and

administrative processes,74 federal buyout programs in particular require the

even lengthier procedures of the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP).75

The HMGP can fund buyouts as well as other projects that protect public or

private property (including flood-proofing, elevation, and assistance with

development of new building standards).76 FEMA exercises regulatory

oversight of the HMGP, but the state where the relevant disaster occurred is

responsible for implementing and administering it. 77 Thus, accessing buyout

funds from the HMGP requires the coordination of both state and federal

governments.7 8 The disaster-afflicted state must prioritize and select project

applications from communities, and then the state submits these back to FEMA

for final approval.79

In addition to requiring this coordination process for requesting funds, the

HMGP also places major limits and review processes on the disbursement of

funds. First, HMGP funds can only support a buyout after a federally declared

disaster, and funds can only be used to buyout homes in a floodplain designated

by the NFIP.80 Second, HMGP funds usually cannot exceed 15% of a total

74 Disaster appropriation funding usually takes years to reach the afflicted areas due to

the federal and state administrative processes involved. For example, because of delays at

the federal level, Texas could not even start its own administrative processes required for

disbursing federal disaster funding from Hurricane Harvey until two years after the disaster

event. See, e.g., Jeremy Wallace, Texas Inches Closer to Getting Post-Harvey Disaster

Funding, HoUs. CHRON. (Nov. 21, 2019), https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/

politics/texas/article/Texas-inches-closer-to-getting-post-Harvey-14853225.php [https://

perma.cc/X8DM-2VH5].
75 See, e.g., Press Release, FEMA, FEMA Awards $5.6 Million to the City of

Friendswood for Acquisition Project (Aug. 8, 2019), https://www.fema.gov/news-

release/20200220/fema-otorga-5 6-milones-la-ciudad-de-friendswood-para-un-proyecto-
para [https://perma.cc/K2XH-ZD62] ("HMGP provides funds to implement hazard

mitigation measures following a presidentially declared disaster. Grants are designed to

assist local communities, states, federally recognized tribes and territories with

implementing mitigation measures during the recovery process."); Press Release, FEMA,
FEMA Awards More than $81 Million for Harris County Property Acquisition (Aug. 31,
2018), https://www.fema.gov/news-release/

2 018/08/31 /fema-awards-more-81-million-

harris-county-property-acquisition [https://perma.cc/7552-QCLV] (detailing an $81 million

award that is "part of a larger project to acquire and remove 985 flood-prone properties in

Harris County" where the land will be maintained as open space to conserve natural

floodplain functions as required by HMGP. "The overall proposed federal share is $163

million," requiring "a 25 percent non-federal match. The total cost of the project is $217

million").
76 STATE SUMMARY, supra note 71, at I-2.
77 See Patterson, Can Houston Become Better, supra note 69.
78 See Wallace, supra note 74.
79 See STATE SUMMARY, supra note 71, at 1-1.
80 FEMA, A GUIDE TO THE DISASTER DECLARATION PROCESS AND FEDERAL DISASTER

ASSISTANCE 4-5, https://www.fema.gov/pdf/rrr/dec_proc.pdf [https://perma.cc/97RS-VVV4]
[hereinafter FEMA, A GUIDE].
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federal disaster grant amount per state.81 All funds for this come from the
Disaster Relief Fund, authorized on an annual basis, or sometimes special
authorizations, and this Fund has budget reconciliation restrictions.82

This HMGP process creates significant barriers to implementing relocation
and managed retreat efforts because the delays mean that buyout funds are
effectively unavailable during disaster recoveries.83 The experience in Harris
County, Texas (where Houston is located) after Hurricane Harvey is instructive.
Harris County has conducted the most buyouts of any flood control district in
the country, and yet, the current program is not up to the scale of the problem
there or in other locations:

Despite the obvious need and high demand, Harris County is plagued by
challenges endemic to buyout programs: limited funds, competing priorities,
strict criteria that place buyouts out of reach of willing participants, and the
snail's pace of bureaucracy, which puts homeowners in limbo while creating
opportunities for private developers to buy and flip flooded homes,
perpetuating the problem.

When [a particular homeowner] talked to the flood control district,
officials said her case wasn't a priority, she said. Even though her home has
flooded repeatedly, and will likely flood again, it lies outside the 100-year
floodplain, the high-risk zone designated by government flood maps.

[She], like thousands of other homeowners in similar circumstances, is
likely ineligible for a buyout.84

The problems in Harris County following the unprecedented flooding
related to climate change amply illustrates the limitations of the current buyout
program.85 There is not enough money, too many homes do not qualify because
they are not listed in outdated flood maps as within the 100-year flood plain,
and the payout process takes too long.86

These barriers, in turn, can make the problem of recurrent disaster even
worse, because many homeowners might sell to other private parties who then
redevelop property that will continue to flood, possibly worsening the overall
risk to life. 87 After Hurricane Harvey, there was an influx of private buying of

81 DIANE P. HORN, CONG. RESEARCH SERv., INi1187, FEDERAL EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA) HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE 2 (2020).

82 WILLIAM L. PAINTER, CONG. RESEARCH SERv., R45484, THE DISASTER RELIEF FUND:
OVERVIEW AND ISSUES 14 (2021).

83 See supra note 71 and accompanying text.84 Lisa Song, Al Shaw & Neena Satija, After Harvey, Buyouts Won't Be the Answer for
Frequent Flood Victims in Texas, TEX. TRIB. (Nov. 2, 2017),
https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/2017/11 /02/247938/after-harvey-
buyouts-wont-be-the-answer-for-frequent-flood-victims-in-texas/ [https://perma.cc/L7ZG-
KFK8].

85 E.g., id
86 See id
87See id
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damaged properties because even the possibility of federal buyouts took years

to move forward. 88 Thus, rather than being subject to relocation and managed

retreat efforts, these properties were instead re-developed, generally for rental

units. 89

Though the scale of the delay problem after Harvey may have been

relatively large, it is indicative of future problems as flooding increases. Local,
state, and federal officials are frustrated by the lengthy delays in the program

and are calling for changes.9 0

In sum, the current operation of federal buyout programs severely limits,
and in some cases even renders impracticable, the possibility of relocation and

managed retreat policies in response to recurrent disaster.

b. The National Flood Insurance Program and Its Effect of

Exacerbating Recurrent Disaster Losses

In addition to the troubles with the buyout program, a different federal

program, the NFIP, is working against buyouts by providing subsidies and

incentives for landowners to continue maintaining and rebuilding properties that

suffer continued losses.9 1 The NFIP essentially stymies disaster buyout

programs.92 Rather than encouraging relocation and adaptation in the face of

recurrent disaster, the NFIP encourages recalcitrance and repeated loss.93

88 David Hunn, Houston-Area Leaders Seek Ways to Stem Investor Buyout of Flooded

Homes, Hous. CHRON. (May 18, 2018), https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-
texas/houston/article/Hams-County-leaders-want-more-aggressive-buyout-12923703.php#
[https://perma.cc/W9US-JKC5].

89 Id; see also David Hunn & Matt Dempsey, In Houston's Flooded Neighborhoods,
Real Estate Investors See an Opportunity, HOus. CHRON. (May 10, 2018),
https://www.houstonchron icle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/houston-harvey-
flood-homes-real-estate-investor-12901718.php [https://perma.cc/2WVN-XD7R] ("Investors

large and small are snapping up thousands of properties flooded by Hurricane Harvey. From

billion-dollar Wall Street funds to mom-and-pop flippers, they've already purchased at least

5,500 flooded homes, often for dimes on the dollar. In the process, they are transforming

some Houston neighborhoods into block after block of rentals. They're interrupting county

plans to buy out flood-prone properties. And they're leaning on the taxpayer-funded National

Flood Insurance Program to protect them from future floods.").
90 Hunn, supra note 88.
9 1See Flood Insurance, FEMA, https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance [https://

perma.cc/U225-TCQZ] [hereinafter FEMA, Flood Insurance]; Sack & Schwartz, supra note

31.
92 Another significant way that NFIP works against the purpose of buyout programs is

that buyouts are voluntary which means that property owners need an incentive to sell to the

program. Even with the difficulties of federal and state funded buyouts it is possible that

more people would take advantage of them if the NFIP didn't itself provide a subsidy for

staying in place. Cf FEMA, Flood Insurance, supra note 91.

93 See PEW CHARITABLE TRS., REPEATEDLY FLOODED PROPERTIES COST BILLIONS

(2016), https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/
2 016/10/repeatedly_ floodedproperties

_costbillions.pdf [https://perma.cc/L49Q-VPYN].
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The NFIP was created in the 1960s to address the lack of available private
insurance and to assist in disaster recovery in flooded areas.94 The disaster
assistance was supposed to occur by identifying and managing development in
floodplains, but it has been unsuccessful in that regard.95

In theory, the NFIP helps prevent future loss by requiring that reconstruction
rise to differing, more resilient standards when homes are rebuilt in a flood plain
area.9 6 In this sense, it was supposed to act as a subsidy to decrease
vulnerability.9 7 However, the NFIP has made modest, if any, strides toward
increased resiliency; instead, it has created greater vulnerability to recurrent
disasters.98

The NFIP does not succeed in increasing resiliency in part because the
heightened construction requirements apply only if the damage to the home
equals or exceeds 50% market value.99 Moreover, local governments administer
such heightened construction standards, and they can receive substantial
political pressure to adopt the most minimal standards and facilitate cheap
rebuilding.100 Thus, manipulation or relaxation of rebuilding requirements is a
real concern. Additionally, flood plain maps are outdated,101 leaving many flood
prone properties outside of the reach of the NFIP and its resiliency standards.102

Finally, and crucially, even if historic flood maps were accurate, climate change

94 Mark K. Matthews, 'Managed Retreat' Enters Presidential Politics, E&E NEWS:
CLIMATEWIRE (Sept. 18, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/1061131943/
feed?showlogin=1&t=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eenews.net%2Fclimatewire%2Fstories%2
F1061131943%2Ffeed [https://perma.cc/MVT8-F2RT].

95 Id
96 FEMA Fact Sheet: Elevating Your Flood Damaged Home to Avoid Future Damage,

REBUILD TEx. (Oct. 11, 2017), https://www.rebuildtexas.today/fema-fact-sheet-elevating-
your-flood-damaged-home-to-avoid-future-damage/ [https://perma.cc/E7EP-28MB].

97 See NICOLE T. CARTER ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R45017, FLOOD RESILIENCE
AND RISK REDUCTION: FEDERAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMS 4 (2019), https://fas.org/sgp/
crs/misc/R45017.pdf [https://perma.cc/HG34-RL8L].

98See Becky Hayat & Robert Moore, Addressing Affordability and Long-Term
Resiliency Through the National Flood Insurance Program, 45 ENVTL. L. REP. 10338, 10338
(2015).

99 FEMA, SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT, supra note 63, at 3-1.
100 Cf NICOLE T. CARTER ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R45017, FLOOD RESILIENCE

AND RISK REDUCTION: FEDERAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMS 41 (2019), https://fas.org/
sgp/crs/misc/R45017.pdf [https://perma.cc/HG34-RL8L]; Robert W. Klein, The Four Major
Failures of Flood Insurance, HOUS. CHRON. (Sept. 20, 2017), https://www.houston
chronicle.com/local/gray-matters/article/The-four-major-failures-of-flood-insurance-12215
326.php# [https://perma.cc/RK3A-DWGG].

101 Thomas Frank, Studies Sound Alarm on "Badly Out-of-Date" FEMA Flood Maps,
E&E NEWS: NAT. DISASTERS (Feb. 27, 2020), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/
studies-sound-alarm-on-badly-out-of-date-fema-flood-maps/ [https://perma.cc/R6MN-J2LC].

102 See id
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is altering (and increasing) the scope of flood risk, placing a greater geographic .

area (and one not captured in flood maps) at risk of recurrent flood damage.103

Not only has the NFIP struggled to induce greater resiliency, it has also

contributed to increased development and redevelopment in flood prone areas.

Because the NFIP does not charge the market rate for insuring flood risk and

because it does not recognize the dynamic risk increases wrought by climate

change, it provides reduced-rate insurance, creating a subsidy for developing in

flood prone areas.104 Further, this subsidy is continuous, so flood-prone

properties can be rebuilt and redeveloped multiple times.105 This dynamic not

only encourages investment and reinvestment in risky floodplains, but it also

discourages relocation efforts through buybacks.106 Since buyback programs

typically pay after-the-fact market price for properties, properties that have

repeatedly flooded have incentive to rebuild and capitalize on the subsidized

NFIP insurance proceeds, rather than to accept a buyout offer, which reflects

the actual market price of the flooded property.107 Given these NFIP

disincentives, volunteering for buyouts seems to only occur when owners are

simply exhausted by the stress of multiple floods.' 0 8

Overall, these dynamics mean that the more a property is prone to recurrent

disaster losses, the more the NFIP provides incentive to rebuild as opposed to

relocate. In fact, "[r]epetitive loss properties represent approximately 1% of all

NFIP policies, but 25-30% of all NFIP claims." 109 According to Gilbert Gaul,
the NFIP has removed "personal risk" from that which is risky.I10 In 1950, the

federal government paid 5% of post-hurricane rebuilding costs but now pays 70

to 100%.111 This causes "disaster capitalism" in which speculators and repeat

developers have incentives to rebuild the riskiest and costliest homes.11 2

103 See Sack & Schwartz, supra note 31; see also Victor B. Flatt, Unsettled: How

Climate Change Challenges a Foundation of Our Legal System, and Adapting the Legal

State, 2016 BYU L. REv. 1395, 1397 (2016) [hereinafter Flatt, Unsettled] (describing how

legal systems are made outdated by climate change).
104 See Hayat & Moore, supra note 98, at 10340.
105 Klein & Zellmer, supra note 56, at 1474. The fact that some homeowners who would

be better off financially by rebuilding do indeed choose a buyout demonstrates the large

human costs (that typically are not measured) of living in flood prone areas.
106 See, e.g., Sack & Schwartz, supra note 31.
107 See, e.g., Cusick, Neighborhood, supra note 1.
108 See, e.g., id.
109 National Flood Insurance Program Glossary and Basic Explanations, WETLANDS

WATCH, http://wetiandswatch.org/national-flood-insurance-program-glossary-and-basic-
explanations [https://perma.cc/C9G4-Z6WG].

"1 0 See GILBERT M. GAUL, THE GEOGRAPHY OF RISK: EPIC STORMS, RISING SEAS, AND

THE COST OF AMERICA'S COASTS 110 (2019).
11 Id. at 116.
112 Cf id at 134.
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And what the federal government doesn't pay, states subsidize. 13 In Texas,
for example, in order to do business in the state, insurers are made to subsidize
coastal development.'1 4 Larger, more frequent, more volatile storms might
normally send a market signal to retreat by lowering the benefits and increasing
the costs of rebuilding, but they don't do so when someone else is "footing the
bill" for repairs.'15

Ultimately, the NFIP and accompanying state policies contribute to a
sizable and repeated moral hazard, wherein the very fact of allowing and
subsidizing rebuilding creates a false sense of security.116 As planning Professor
Raymond Burby has observed, "[t]he safe development paradox is that in trying
to make hazardous areas safer, the federal government in fact substantially
increased the potential for catastrophic property damages and economic
loss."117 By definition, this paradox creates economic inefficiencies and
encourages greater recurrent disaster losses.

In sum, these recurrent disasters present a major problem. Climate change
is making recurrent disasters worse and more frequent, creating greater threats
to life, health, and property."1 8 At the same time, important federal policies are
unsatisfactory, limiting and working against land management approaches that
hope to address the issue.119 Federal buyout programs limit the prospect of
relocation and managed retreat, and the NFIP and some state policies encourage
continued risky development.2 0 The result is a thoroughly unappealing

113 See, e.g., Chris Tomlinson, Homeowners Along Texas Coast Want the Rest of Us to
Help Defend Their Risky Choices, Hous. CHRON. (Dec. 9, 2019), https://www.houston
chronicle.com/business/columnists/tomlinson/article/Coastal -property-owners-demand-
insurance-handouts-14881900.php [https://perma.cc/9BK8-W6SS].

11414
115 Id
116See Kevin T. Starbuck, Moral Hazard: How the National Flood Insurance Program

Is Limiting Risk Reduction xv (Dec. 2016) (unpublished M.A. thesis, Naval Postgraduate
School), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1031524.pdf [https://perma.cc/H5YY-FJGZ].

117 Raymond J. Burby, Hurricane Katrina and the Paradoxes of Government Disaster
Policy: Bringing About Wise Governmental Decisions for Hazardous Areas, ANNALS AM.
ACAD. POL. & Soc. SCI., Mar. 2006, at 171, 171.

118See Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Working Grps. I & II, Summaryfor
Policymakers, in MANAGING THE RISKS OF EXTREME EVENTS AND DISASTERS TO ADVANCE
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 7 (Christopher B. Field et al. eds., 2012),
https://www.ipcc.ch/sitelassets/uploads/2018/03/SREXFull Report-i.pdf [https://perma.cc/
X6ZU-R85V]; Sandra Banholzer, James Kossin & Simon Donner, The Impact of Climate
Change on Natural Disasters, in REDUCING DISASTER: EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE 27 (Zinta Zommers & Ashbindu Singh eds., 2014).

119 See Burby, supra note 117, at 173-78.
120 See A.R. Siders, Managed Retreat in the United States, 1 ONE EARTH 216, 218-19

(2019); see also Burby, supra note 117, at 176-78, 180 (explaining the NFIP's and state
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constellation of land management policies, with recurrent disaster risk subject

to a distorted market process that incentivizes riskier and more loss-prone

investments.
Given the failure of policies to address recurrent disaster losses, this

provides an opportunity and a need to rethink the approach, both conceptually

and practically, and to offer important guidance on which policy responses are

necessary and when and how to implement them.
In the following sections we do-so, deploying a fresh analytical framework

to guide thinking about repetitive disaster losses and then applying it to offer

practical insights into policies. In Part III, we lay out the basis for this

framework.

III. THE PRINCIPLE OF ADJUSTMENT FAILURE COSTS

Given the problem of recurrent disasters and the shortcomings of current

legal structures for addressing it, there is an urgent need to improve policies in

this area. We posit that the concept of adjustment failure costs contributes to

such an improvement by explaining problems of current disaster response

policies and informing options for enhancing policies. In this Part we explain

the idea of adjustment failure costs before applying it generally to recurrent

disasters in Part IV and specifically to federal disaster response policies in Part

V.
This Part first introduces the basics of adjustment failure costs in Part A. It

identifies how these costs arise from market dynamics and how slow

adjustments and irreparable harms can exacerbate these costs. It also explains

how sufficiently high adjustment failure costs can outweigh market benefits.

Then, Part B explores how undesirable markets can emerge and persist by

externalizing adjustment failure costs. Finally, Part C considers how altering

commodification can decrease or avoid high adjustment failure costs.

A. Introducing Adjustment Failure Costs

The concept of adjustment failure costs comes from a recently published

model that predicts when markets will arise and offers guidance for designing

market-based policies.121 This model argues that "adjustment failure costs,"

defined as the costs that arise from the time markets take to adjust toward

equilibrium, are one of the primary factors that determine whether markets will

policies' paradoxical facilitation of the development of hazardous areas by shielding hazard-

area occupants from financial risk).
121 See generally Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4 (describing a model for market emergence

and success that considers the impact of "adjustment failure costs" inherent in pricing

systems on the viability and desirability of markets).
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emerge and endure.122 The model contends that markets will emerge and thrive
in scenarios where adjustment failure costs are low, whereas markets will not
persist when these costs are too high.123

Drawing on this model, we highlight (and later apply) two main concepts of
adjustment failure costs. First, adjustment failure costs arise as an inherent and
unavoidable feature of market processes.124 Second, though the iterative market
process triggers these costs, the relative height of these costs depends not only
on the time it takes markets to adjust but also on the nature and context of the
underlying commodities in a market (e.g., are harms reparable?).125 The
remainder of this Part expands on these two points and more fully explores the
concept of adjustment failure costs.

Key to the principle of adjustment failure costs is the underlying fact that
all markets adjust.126 Markets, by their nature, involve an iterative, trial-and-
error process through which prices respond to shifts in supply and demand, and,
in turn, supply and demand shift in response to prices.12 7 A hypothetical market
scenario helps illustrate these dynamics. As supply and demand change, prices
change.128 For example, if demand for widgets increases while supply stays
constant, then the price of widgets increases. Consequently, this change in price
influences supply and demand. As the price of widgets increases, widget
producers have incentive to increase supply. And once again, this change in
supply influences price, which falls in adjustment to the newly supplied widgets.
This constant adjustment is characteristic of all markets, and even relatively
stable markets are in perpetual flux as inconstant price, supply, and demand
rebalance toward equilibrium.129

Crucially, market adjustments are inevitable but not instantaneous.13 0

Rather, some delays are inescapable.13 1 In the shuffle toward equilibrium, it
takes time for prices and market actors to respond.132 Revisiting the hypothetical

122 See id at 734. Along with adjustment failure costs, Pappas and Flatt identify
"severance costs," defined as "those costs associated with defining, enforcing, and
transacting in marketable 'goods,"' as the other major factor influencing whether markets
emerge and succeed. Id at 734.

123 See id at 766.
124 See id. at 757-58.
125 See id at 762.
126 See id at 758 ("In all markets, pricing results from an iterative trial-and-error process,

and it takes time for supply and demand to align (assuming they ever do).").
127 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 758.
128 See id at 760-61.
129 See id at 760.
130 See id at 762.
131 See id at 759 ("Economics literature makes clear that markets, even simple,

functioning, and competitive ones, take time to approach equilibrium.").
132 See id at 762 ("[E]ven if there is an eventual move toward equilibrium, it is necessary

to account for 'the speed and accuracy [or lack thereof] with which the system is able to
identify and overcome the waste and discoordination of disequilibrium situations."').
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from above, widget producers can increase supply in response to price increases,
but there will be some lag time in doing so. And this delay creates associated

costS.133 These are adjustment failure costs.134

Figure 1 illustrates the hypothetical market adjustment and the resulting

adjustment failure costs:

Figure 1: Example of Adjustment Failure Costs in a Commodity Market
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As Figure 1 depicts, once demand increases (the solid "initial demand" line

shifts up and right to become the dashed "new demand" line), producers react

by increasing supply (the solid "initial supply" line shifts up and left to become

the dashed "adjusted supply" line). 3 5 However, in the time it takes for this non-

immediate adjustment, some widget-buyers cannot find widgets to buy at their

preferred price, losing "consumer surplus."136 And some widget-sellers have no

(alteration in original) (quoting Israel M. Kirzner, Entrepreneurial Discovery and the

Competitive Market Process: An Austrian Approach, 35 J. ECON. LITERATURE 60, 76
(1997)).

133 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762.
134 See id at 734 (defining adjustment failure costs as "the costs associated with delays,

misallocations, and pressures inherent in the iterative process of market pricing").
1 35 See supra Figure 1.
1 36 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762 ("[T]here are potential costs associated with

markets and their trial-and-error cycles."). In "economics jargon," a consumer surplus is the

gap between the upper limit of how much a consumer would pay for a product and the lower

price offered by the producer. See G.R. Steele, Friedrich Hayek: The Complete Economist,

Economic Viewpoint, EcON. AFF., June 2008, at 67, 68; see also J.R. Hicks, The

Rehabilitation of Consumers' Surplus, 8 REV. ECON. STUD. 108, 110 (1941) (defining
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inventory to sell for profit, losing "producer surplus."137 This temporary loss of
consumer and producer surplus constitutes adjustment failure cost (represented
by the shaded diamond in Figure 1).138

In many common commodity situations, market adjustments occur
relatively quickly, suppressing adjustment failure costs.139 Further, even in
markets that adjust more slowly, often the benefits of the market process, such
as gains from trade and efficient resource allocations, more than offset the
inevitable adjustment failure costs.140 But this is not always the case.14 1

Appreciating adjustment failure costs offers critical insights into market
function and policy design. First, the longer it takes for markets to adjust, the
higher the adjustment failure costs are likely to be.142 Second, when adjustment
failure costs are relatively low, markets emerge and thrive, but when adjustment

individual consumer surplus as "the amount of money which that individual would have to
lose in order to leave him as badly off as he would be left if he lost the opportunity to
purchase the commodity altogether").

137 Cf Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762. A producer surplus is the gap between the
minimum price at which the producer would have been prepared to sell and the higher price
for which the producer actually sold the product. See Steele, supra note 136, at 68; see also
Hicks, supra note 136, at 113 (defining producers' surplus as "the compensation which
would have to be given to the owners of factors of production used in the industry, if they
were to lose the opportunity ofemployment in this industry, and though compelled to transfer
themselves to other less advantageous occupations, were yet to be made as well off as
before").

138 See supra Figure 1.
139 See Frank Browne & David Cronin, Commodity Prices, Money and Inflation, 62 J.

ECON. & Bus. 331, 333 (2010) ("Being auction-based, there are fewer frictions in the price
adjustment process in commodity markets because participants are more equally empowered
with more balanced information and resources than their consumer goods market
counterparts. This clearly enables them to react quickly to changes in monetary conditions.").

140 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 748, 759 ("Economics literature makes clear that
markets, even simple, functioning, and competitive ones, take time to approach equilibrium.
In the case of most market goods, this is not a big issue. If widgets are underpriced or
overpriced and take time to come to equilibrium, then there may be a temporary shortage or
surplus, but the market eventually corrects and no lasting harm is done.").

141 See id at 748 ("Since environmental goods in particular may display ... non-
fungible or irreparable characteristics, consideration of adjustment failure costs is crucial
because high adjustment failure costs may exceed the potential gains of the market system.");
see also Israel M. Kirzner, Entrepreneurial Discovery and the Competitive Market Process:
An Austrian Approach, 35 J. ECON. LITERATURE 60, 70 (1997) ("[E]ach market is
characterized by opportunities for pure entrepreneurial profit. These opportunities are
created by earlier entrepreneurial errors which have resulted in shortages, surplus,
misallocated resources. The daring, alert entrepreneur discovers these earlier errors, buys
where prices are 'too low' and sells where prices are 'too high.' In this way low prices are
nudged higher, high prices are nudged lower; price discrepancies are narrowed in the
equilibrative direction. Shortages are filled, surpluses are whittled away; quantity gaps tend
to be eliminated in the equilibrative direction.").

14 2 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762 (theorizing that the cost of adjustment failure
is directly correlated with the amount of time a market takes to readjust from disequilibrium
towards equilibrium).
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failure costs are relatively high, the benefits of the market may not exceed the

adjustment failure costs involved.143 In such instances, markets may not emerge

and will be difficult to create or maintain. Examples involving sneakers,
pharmaceuticals, livestock, and endangered species can help explain these

observations. 144
First, consider the example of a new sneaker model that becomes so popular

that supplies run out, resulting in a multiple-month backorder for the shoes.145

In this case, the backorder represents the time it takes for the market to adjust.14 6

The demand for the new sneaker at its given price is greater than the supply, and

it takes the seller multiple months to increase the supply (thereby moving

supply, demand, and price toward equilibrium).1 47 Meanwhile, the adjustment

time of the backorder results in adjustment failure costs.148 Willing, would-be

buyers suffer because they must wait or buy a second-choice sneaker, and

willing, would-be sellers miss the opportunity to profit from transactions.149

Thus, the adjustment failure costs are the lost gains from trade (i.e. the lost

consumer and producer surplus) that arise because of the backorder. 150

This example is hardly a unique or remarkable situation. Products go on

backorder all the time. 151 Importantly, it is this commonality of backorders that

helps demonstrate the ubiquity of market adjustment delays and, accordingly,

143 See id. at 766 ("If [adjustment] costs are too high . .. they will exceed the potential

gains of a market system and markets are unlikely to form or succeed . .. [but where costs

are] ... sufficiently low, then markets will emerge naturally and are likely to sustain.").
1 44 See infra notes 154-80 and accompanying text.
145 See, e.g., The Impossible-to-Find Nike x J. Crew Killshot 2 Is Back, ESQUIRE (May 7,

2018), https://www.esquire.com/style/mens-fashion/news/a
5 3 4 13/nike-j-crew-killshot-

sneakers/ [https://perma.cc/6KEQ-P3HC] [hereinafter Nike x J.Crew].
146 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 758.
147 See Nike x JCrew, supra note 145. As an alternative to increasing the supply of the

shoe at its given price, the market could also equilibrate by increasing the price of the shoe

at its given supply. See, e.g., Cam Wolf, How a Single Pair of Sneakers Explains the

Booming Billion-Dollar Sneaker Resale Industry, GQ (Aug. 16, 2019), https://www.gq.com/

story/stadium-goods-tracking-a-sneaker [https://perma.cc/QN75-SCB4]. That was not the

choice of the retailer in this case. See Nike x J.Crew, supra note 145.
148 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762 (explaining that the cost of adjustment failure

is directly correlated with the amount of time a market takes to readjust from disequilibrium

towards equilibrium).
14 9 Se Minjeong Kim & Sharron J. Lennon, Consumer Response to Online Apparel

Stockouts, 28 PSYCHOL. & MARKETING 115, 115-16 (2011) ("The short-term impact of
stockouts is a loss of retail sales if consumers delay the purchase or switch to a competing

store.").
150See Eric T. Anderson, Gavan J. Fitzsimons & Duncan Simester, Measuring and

Mitigating the Costs of Stockouts, 52 MGMT. SCI. 1751, 1762 (2006) (discussing the short

and long run financial costs of stockouts).
151 See Daniel Corsten & Thomas Gruen, Stock-Outs Cause Walkouts, HARV. Bus. REv.,

May 2004, at 26 ("For all the supply chain fixes and tracking technologies thrown at the

problem, stock-out rates worldwide are stubbornly lodged at about 8%.").
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adjustment failure costs.152 There is a robust market for sneakers.153 Producers
are sophisticated and experienced, capable of anticipating demand and quickly
mass-producing shoes.154 Consumers are abundant, and internet commerce
makes spreading information and entering transactions easy.155 Nonetheless, the
market for sneakers still takes time to adjust, and adjustment failure costs
persist.156 Indeed, adjustment failure costs are likely unavoidable because
information will never be perfect (if so, the sneaker may have carried a higher
initial price or come to market with greater supply) and adjustments are not
instantaneous (if so, there would be no backorder).157

While such adjustment failure costs are likely unavoidable, in the context
of sneakers they are so relatively low that they are trivial and do not impact the
broader market.158 While the backorder may reduce gains from trade, that does

152 See Daniel Corsten & Thomas Gruen, Desperately Seeking Shelf Availability: An
Examination of the Extent, the Causes, and the Efforts to Address Retail Out-of-Stocks, 31
INT'L J. RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION MGMT. 605, 614-15 (2003) [hereinafter Corsten & Gruen,
Retail Out-of-Stocks] (concluding retail out-of-stocks are a continuing and costly problem
for consumers and producers worldwide with the duration of the out-of-stock period
impacting the ultimate cost).

153 See, e.g., Aine Cain, Shoppers Are Now Willing to Drop Hundreds of Dollars on
Sneakers-and They Might Need to Spend Even More in the Future, BUs. INSIDER (July 29,
2019), https://www.businessinsider.com/sneaker-prices-costs-expensive-shoes-footwear-
2019-7 [https://perma.cc/F6V5-WNPD].

154See, e.g., Amrit Pal Singh, Manoj Kumar Gaur, Dinesh KumarKasdekar & Sharad
Agrawal, A Study of Time Series Model for Forecasting of Boot in Shoe Industry, INT'L J.
HYBRID INFO. TECH., Aug. 2015, at 143. But see Corsten & Gruen, Retail Out-of-Stocks,
supra note 152, at 609.

155 See Charlotte Howard, E-Commerce Takes Off, ECONOMIST (Oct. 26, 2017),
https://www.economist.com/special-report/2017/10/26/e-commerce-takes-off [https://
perma.cc/37B7-89RJ].

156 See, e.g., Seth Archer, There's a Simple Formula that Explains How Nike Lost Its
Sneaker Mojo (NKE), BUs. INSIDER: MARKETS INSIDER (Oct. 19, 2017),
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/nike-lost-its-crown-as-king-of-the-
sneaker-market-2017-10-1004939293 [https://perma.cc/U8RT-F6CX].

157 See, e.g., Rachel Lerman, This Year's Online Shopping Rush Is Great for E-
Commerce and Bad for Last-Minute Shoppers, WASH. POST (Dec. 21, 2020),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/12/21 /online-retail-boom-usps-delays/
[https://perma.cc/KU3Q-EAZ5].

158 See, e.g., Madeleine Streets, New Report Shows Consumers Are Willing to Pay More
for Footwear Right Now, FOOTWEAR NEWS (Oct. 4, 2019), https://www.footwear
news.com/2019/business/retail/first-insight-price-elasticity-decrease-report-1202852298/?

_hstc=143860138.19b6ec62c2cc99f58f36ca2913779266.1609814429071.1609814429071.
1609814429071.1&_hssc=143860138.1.1609814429071&__hsfp=2686683400&hsCtaTr
acking=3a51fe2e-deae-426d-99a1-9a4dca880e25%7C20e9d291-8afb-4604-8f2b-2ec6196f
bfaa [https://perma.cc/UDE8-VD65]; infra Figure 2.
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not cause major, lasting consequences, and the net gains from this market vastly

exceed the adjustment failure losses.1 59

However, in other scenarios, adjustment failure costs can be enormous,
including not just loss of consumer and producer surplus but also permanent

injury and death.160 This can be the case with lifesaving pharmaceuticals.16 For

example, imagine that Drug X can treat a serious but relatively uncommon

disease. There is a local supply of Drug X, but a sudden disease outbreak drives

demand for Drug X to ten-times the local supply. This increased demand will

bring more doses of Drug X to the local market, but it will take time to produce

and deliver these additional doses. So, Drug X will effectively go on backorder.

During this time, many disease victims will not have access to a necessary

pharmaceutical, and, tragically, some victims will suffer and even die because

of the time it takes local markets to adjust. In this instance, the adjustment failure

costs, weighed in human life and health, are overwhelming.

Because of these high adjustment failure costs, supplies of many lifesaving

drugs are not merely left to market forces.162 Rather, the "Strategic National

Stockpile" maintains a reserve of potentially lifesaving pharmaceuticals and

medical supplies to deploy quickly if local supplies run out during an

emergency.163 The Strategic National Stockpile shortcuts the pharmaceuticals

market to mitigate the extraordinary adjustment failure costs associated with

159 See, e.g., Reggie Wade, The Global Sneaker Resale Market Could Reach $30 Billion

by 2030, YAHOO FIN. (July 21, 2020), https://finance.yahoo.com/news/global-sneaker-
resale-market-could-reach-30-billion-by-

2 030-cowen-191003371.html [https://perma.cc/

KD2W-GT7V].
160 See Erin R. Fox, Burgunda V. Sweet & Valerie Jensen, Drug Shortages: A Complex

Health Care Crisis, 89 MAYO CLINIC PROc. 361, 363-67 (2014); Emily Vail, Hayley B.

Gershengorn, May Hua, Allan J. Walkey, Gordon Rubenfeld & Hannah Wunsch,

Association Between U.S. Norepinephrine Shortage and Mortality Among Patients with

Septic Shock, 317 J. AM. MED. Ass'N, 1433, 1441 (2017) ("Among patients with septic shock

in US hospitals affected by the 2011 norepinephrine shortage, the most commonly

administered alternative vasopressor was phenylephrine. Patients admitted to these hospitals

during times of shortage had higher in-hospital mortality."); infra Figure 2.

161 See, e.g., Vail et al., supra note 160, at 1441; Didi Martinez, Brenda Breslauer &

Stephanie Gosk, U.S. Hospitals, FDA Grapple with Shortages of Lifesaving Drugs, NBC

NEWS (Nov. 2, 2019), https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/u-s-hospitals-fda-
grapple-shortages-life-saving-drugs-n1

0 74 82 1 [https://perma.cc/6WTY-A7VF].

16 2 See STEPHEN D. PRIOR, WHO YOU GONNA CALL?: RESPONDING TO A MEDICAL

EMERGENCY WITH THE STRATEGIC NATIONAL STOCKPILE 4 (June 2004), https://permanent.

fdlp.gov/gpo5871/DTP3%20SNS.pdf [https://perma.cc/F8RQ-4T6D].
1 63 See Office of the Assistant Sec'y for Preparedness & Response, U.S. Dep't of Health

& Human Servs., Strategic National Stockpile, PUB. HEALTH EMERGENCY,

https://www.phe.gov/about/sns/Pages/default.aspx [https://perma.cc/J384-37N W] (last

updated Feb. 26, 2021).
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certain medicines, implicitly recognizing that these adjustment failure losses
overbalance the potential benefits of a standard commodity market.164

The examples of sneakers and pharmaceuticals both show how adjustment
failure costs arise because of market adjustments (here because demand
increases and supply takes time to match).16 5 In the case of sneakers, the
adjustment failure costs are insignificant compared to the benefits of the
market.166 For lifesaving pharmaceuticals, however, the adjustment failure costs
are so high that policies circumvent the market altogether.16 7

As a complementary set of examples, livestock and endangered species
offer additional insights into adjustment failure costs that result from fluctuating
demand and supply. Markets for livestock, such as cattle, cause relatively low
adjustment failure costs, whereas markets for endangered species, such as
rhinoceroses, create high adjustment failure costs. 168 This helps explain why
livestock are treated as market commodities, whereas most policies reject the
commodification of endangered species.169

A basic economic model suggests that if animals are commodified as private
property, then markets will provide incentives for managing animal population
levels (i.e. supply) in concert with the price and demand for the animals.17 0 This
model captures the treatment of livestock. Producers raise cattle in numbers they
think the market will bear, and they react to market changes.17 If demand for
cattle increases, producers will likely raise more cattle, and if demand decreases,
producers will likely raise fewer. Producers can make such adjustments over
time, but since they cannot immediately change the size of their herds, there will
be some adjustment failure costs.

164 See Office of the Assistant Sec'y for Preparedness & Response, U.S. Dep't of Health
& Human Servs., Expanding and Enhancing SNS Capabilities: Building a More Resilient
Strategic National Stockpile, PUB. HEALTH EMERGENCY, https://www.phe.gov/about/
sns/COVID/Pages/expanding-sns-capabilities.aspx [https://perma.cc/K7AS-DBAJ] (last
updated Apr. 2, 2021) (describing how the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response is currently tasked with expanding the Strategic National Stockpile's supply
chain, including coordinating with manufacturers to replenish and expand the stockpile).

165 See supra notes 145-49, 156-57, 160-64 and accompanying text.
1 66 See supra notes 158-59 and accompanying text.
167 See supra notes 163-164 and accompanying text.
168 See infra notes 172-174, 184, 188, 189.
169See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 1538 (2012) (prohibiting selling endangered species). See

generally ERS Directive LDP-M-318, Livestock, Dairy, and Poultry Outlook (U.S.D.A
2020), https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/outlooks/100071/ldp-m-318.pdf'v-928.1 [https://
perma.cc/3JZG-X5K3] (describing the current market for livestock).

170 Cf RICHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW § 3.15, at 87 (7th ed. 2007)
(discussing incentives for long term management of trees).

171 See ERS Directive LDP-M-318, supra note 169, at 3-5 (describing the current state
of the beef and cattle market, including suppliers reactions to demand).
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So, if cattle demand rises, buyers will pay more (i.e., lose consumer surplus)

while they await greater supplies of cattle to reach the market.172 If cattle

demand drops, sellers will receive less profit (i.e., lose producer surplus) while

they reduce their herd size.173 Such temporary misallocations are likely to recur

as prices fluctuate, yielding constant adjustment failure costs. However, these

changes in the market do not yield particularly high or enduring costs.174 For

instance, livestock numbers can swell relatively quickly in response to increased

demand, and if demand dips, they can shrink without permanently imperiling
livestock populations. Thus, as with sneakers, the adjustment failure costs for

livestock remain relatively small, primarily impact producer and consumer

surplus, and cause no irreparable losses.
The same commodification model could potentially apply to endangered

species, and some commentators have suggested it should.175 Indeed, markets

for rare species have periodically arisen, such as in the case of rhinoceros

ranches.176 The justification for rhinoceros ranches rests on the same economic

rationale that underlies livestock markets. Rhinoceroses have commercial value

(i.e., there is demand) for their horns, for possible hunting opportunities, and for

their overall existence.177 This demand gives rhinoceros ranchers incentives to

maintain and increase populations (i.e., supply). 178

However, this basic model does not account for the high adjustment failure

costs of this market scenario. Rhinoceroses do not reproduce as quickly or

17 2 See generally Supply and Demand, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA,

https://www.britannica.com/topic/supply-and-demand (on file with the Ohio State Law

Journal) (last updated Dec. 17, 2019) (explaining how price increases when demand rises if

supply is stagnant and how market equilibrium adjusts cost).
173 See id.
174 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 732.
175 See, e.g., Robert J. Smith, Resolving the Tragedy of the Commons by Creating

Private Property Rights in Wildlife, 1 CATO J. 439, 468 (1981). A similar version of such
arguments has been used to support commodification for hunting purposes. See, e.g.,
Jonathan Hahn, "Trophy" Turns Lens on "If It Pays, It Stays" Conservation Hunting,
SIERRA CLUB (Sept. 15, 2017), https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/trophy -turns-lens-if-it-
pays-it-stays-conservation-hunting [https://perma.cc/HGW2-RQRQ] (discussing conservation
hunting). Moreover, arguments like this support some argument for markets in rhinoceros

horns and elephant ivory. See, e.g., Jamey Keaten & Maria Cheng, From Tusks to Tails,

Nations Eye Trade in Endangered Species, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Aug. 17, 2019),
https://apnews.com/70dfl6bd9fa24b7eadc7ad3219deb246 [https://perma.cc/WES5-54QA];
World's Largest 'Rhino Farm' at Risk of Collapse, SAVE THE RHINO, https://www.save
therhino.org/thorny-issues/rhino-farm-at-risk-of-collapse/ [https://perma.cc/RFH8-XU5C]
[hereinafter SAVE TH E RHINO].

17 6 See, e.g., SAVE THE RHINO, supra note 175.
177 See Alina Bradford, Facts About Rhinos, LIVE SCI. (Mar. 20, 2018), https://www.live

science.com/27439-rhinos.html [https://perma.cc/778G-W9ML].
178 E.g., SAVE THE RHINO, supra note 175 (describing the rhino rancher's business plan,

which involved breeding more rhinos and buying additional rhinos).
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readily as livestock,179 thus appreciably increasing rhinoceros populations takes
a long time. This means that the supply of rhinoceroses will drag to increase in
response to demand increases.180 However, if demand for rhinoceroses falls,
creating incentives to decrease rhinoceros numbers, the response can be quick
and disastrous to rhinoceros populations.181 It takes much less time to kill
rhinoceroses than to raise them. Indeed, the world's largest rhinoceros ranch
recently faced such a scenario.182 A low yield from the sale of rhinoceros horns
made it no longer cost effective to sustain the ranching operation, jeopardizing
the survival of 8% of the world's southern white rhinoceros population. 83

Adjustments within rhinoceros markets generate enormous and irreparable
costs.184 Given the difficulty of increasing rhinoceros populations, any
reduction of rhinoceros numbers is effectively permanent.185 Once rhinoceros
populations have dropped in response to lower demand, the population supply
cannot meaningfully adjust upward, even if demand rises again.186 Thus, unlike
livestock populations, which can ebb and flow with market dynamics, for
rhinoceros numbers, market incentives serve as a one-way ratchet. The
rhinoceros population cannot readjust after a drop in demand, so market
adjustments are effective in thinning rhinoceros populations but not fostering
them.187

179 See, e.g., Bradford, supra note 177 ("Every two and a half to five years, a female
rhino will reproduce. Female rhinos carry their young for a gestation period of 15 to 16
months. They usually only have one baby at a time .... ").

180 See Jane Lindholm & Sam Gale Rosen, Exploring the Global Demand for Rhino
Horns and Its Impacts, VT. PUB. RADIO (May 4, 2017), https://www.vpr.org/post/exploring-
global-demand-rhino-horns-and-its-impacts#stream/0 [https://perma.cc/D5TU-HZTB]
(describing how an increase in demand for rhino horns has accelerated rhino extinction).

181 Cf Adrian A. Lopes, Transnational Links in Rhino Poaching and the Black-Market
Price of Rhino Horns, 63 AUSTRALIAN J. AGRIC. RESOURCE ECON. 95, 95 (2019) (discussing
how the demand for rhino horns has increased substantially, leading to an increase in supply
of rhino horns by poachers killing rhinos).

182 See SAVE THE RHINO, supra note 175.
183 See id
184 See id (describing how the market changes driving the rhino rancher out of business

jeopardized the rancher's financial stability and the lives of his 1,600 rhinos).
185 Poaching, slow reproduction, and loss of habitat have left many rhinos endangered.

See Bradford, supra note 177. This has left conservationists with only the option of captive
breeding to prevent the complete extinction of some species of rhino. See generally Sumatran
Rhino Captive Breeding, SAVE THE RHINO (July 26, 2013), https://www.savetherhino.org/
thorny-issues/sumatran-rhino-captive-breeding/ [https://perma.cc/T48F-QBBA] [hereinafter
Sumatran Breeding].

186 See, e.g., Sumatran Breeding, supra note 185 (describing how areas left with only a
small number of rhinos risk complete extinction without captive breeding, which only yields
a small number of newborn rhinos).

187See supra notes 180, 185, 186 and accompanying text.
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Because the supply of rhinoceroses cannot nimbly increase, adjustments in

the market for rhinoceroses generate high adjustment failure costs.188 Moreover,
unlike with sneakers and livestock, these costs are not limited to relatively

temporary depression of consumer or producer surplus.189 Rather, they include

immeasurable and irreversible biodiversity losses.190 Sneakers may go on

backorder, but more can be made. For rhinoceroses, backorder means

extinction.1 91

The relative difference in adjustment failure costs between sneakers,
lifesaving pharmaceuticals, livestock, and rhinoceroses helps explain why there

are commonly markets for sneakers and livestock. 192 It also clarifies why

strategic reserves circumvent the market for lifesaving pharmaceuticals and why

few rhinoceros markets emerge.193 For sneakers and livestock, the market

benefits are high enough to outweigh the adjustment failure costs.194 For

lifesaving pharmaceuticals and rhinoceroses, the adjustment failure costs appear

to swamp the potential market benefits.195 Figure 2 illustrates this point.

188 With the rhino population decreasing at a rate much faster than breeding can

replenish, see supra note 185, rhinos as commodities or goods have irreparable

characteristics. The markets for irreparable goods have high adjustment cost failures. Pappas

& Flatt, supra note 4, at 748.
189 See, e.g., Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762 (describing how adjustments to achieve

equilibrium between supply and demand in fungible "widget" production creates limited

harm, while environmental goods exhausted during a low price point are incapable of being

renewed).
190 See id.; Jennifer Bove, Why It Matters When Species Go Extinct, TREEHUGGER,

https://www.treehugger.com/why-it-matters-when-species-go-extinct-1182006 [https://

perma.cc/ZDK7-WC2Y] (last updated May 16, 2019) (describing how fragile the ecosystem
is and the extensive impact to biodiversity when an animal species becomes endangered or

extinct).
191 See supra notes 185, 186, 188 and accompanying text.
192 Sneakers and livestock, as highly fungible goods, have lower adjustment failure costs

than lifesaving pharmaceuticals and rhinos and therefore have fewer market costs. See supra

note 122; see also Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 765 ("[D]ifferent resources will fall along

a spectrum of relative fungibility and irreparability, and thus will have different relative

adjustment failure costs.").
19 3 See supra notes 163-164, 175-184 and accompanying text.
194 See supra notes 153, 156, 159 and accompanying text.
195See supra note 193 and accompanying text.
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Figure 2: Emergence of Markets Given Adjustment Failure Costs
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As Figure 2 depicts, sneakers and livestock have relatively high market
benefits relative to low adjustment failure costs (upper left of Figure 2) while
lifesaving pharmaceuticals and rhinoceroses have relatively high adjustment
failure costs relative to market benefits (lower right of Figure 2).196

B. Externalized Adjustment Failure Costs

Like other costs, adjustment failure costs may be internalized (i.e. borne by
actors participating in the market transaction), or they may be externalized (i.e.
imposed onto entities outside of the market transaction).197 When adjustment
failure costs are externalized, markets may emerge and persist even if aggregate
adjustment failure costs exceed the markets' benefits.198 Such externalization

196 See supra notes 192, 194-195 and accompanying text.
197 Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 741.
198See id at 769 ("The area between the market-concern border and the non-

commodification border represents a marginal band in which relatively small changes can
impact the tipping point of whether market benefits outweigh market costs."). But see, e.g.,
id. at 741 ("[P]ricing programs rely on market forces to limit resource use and force resource
users to internalize costs that might otherwise be externalized.").
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helps explain why rhinoceros ranches have emerged despite the high adjustment

failure costs of rhinoceros markets.199

Contrasting the examples of sneakers or livestock with rhinoceroses once

again helps explain. With sneakers and livestock, the (relatively low) adjustment

failure costs are internalized.2 00 These adjustment failure costs primarily

involve loss of consumer or producer surplus, and those losses are borne by

buyers and sellers who participate in the sneaker or livestock market.201

Conversely, with rhinoceroses the major adjustment failure costs (the costs

of decimated species populations and potential extinction) do not accrue only to

the market participants (rhinoceros ranchers and rhinoceros horn buyers).202

Rather, society bears most of these costs.203 While the market participants might

lose some money if the rhinoceros market tanks, they can still move to invest in

other commodities. But the resulting impact on rhinoceros populations is a loss

to society as a whole.204 If such adjustment failure costs were internalized to the

market participants, rhinoceros markets likely would not exist. But because

those benefitting from rhinoceros markets do not experience the full losses of

rhinoceros population collapse, rhinoceros ranches materialize despite the high

adjustment failure costs.205

Figure 3 depicts the phenomenon.

199 See id at 769; SAvE THE RHINO, supra note 175 (describing the extensive number of

rhino owners in South Africa alone).
2 00 See supra Figure 2; infra note 201.
201 See supra notes 136-138, 153-159, 168 and accompanying text.
202See infra notes 203-204 and accompanying text.
203 E.g., Bove, supra note 190.
204 See, e.g., id; SAVE THE RHINO, supra note 175.
205 See infra Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Emergence of Markets, Ignoring or Eternalizing Adjustment Failure
Costs
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market participants, who effectively ignore the externalized adjustment failure
costs, the benefits of the rhinoceros market outweigh the costs (illustrated by the
"rhinoceros ranches" point on the upper left of the "emergence of markets"
line).2 07 Accordingly, some rhinoceros ranches emerge.20 8 However, the
ignored adjustment failure costs do not simply disappear.209 Rather, they arise
because of the nature of rhinoceroses as a commodity, and they fall generally
upon society (depicted by the shaded triangle).210 Such instances, where
externalized adjustment failure costs allow markets to emerge or sustain despite
net social loss, signal a need for policy intervention.

206 See supra Figure 3.
207 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 769-71; supra Figure 3.208 See, e.g., SAVE THE RHINO, supra note 175 (describing the extensive number of rhino

owners in South Africa alone).
209 See supra notes 202-204 and accompanying text.
2 10See supra Figure 3.
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C. Reducing or Avoiding Adjustment Failure Costs

Though adjustment failure costs are an inescapable feature of markets, it is

possible to decrease or avoid high adjustment failure costs.-In some instances,

the nature of a commodity can be altered to reduce its adjustment failure

costS.211 Alternatively, decommodifying a good, and thus eliminating its

market, can avoid high adjustment failure costs.212 Once again, the examples of

sneakers, lifesaving pharmaceuticals, livestock, and rhinoceroses help illustrate.

Adjustment failure costs are an inherent feature of markets in that they arise

because of the market adjustment process itself.2 13 And the time it takes for

markets to adjust is an important influence on adjustment failure costs.2 14 When

markets adjust slowly adjustment failure costs tend to be higher than when

markets adjust quickly.2 15 ]however, the time it takes markets to adjust is not the

only contributor to adjustment failure costs.2 16 The nature and context of a given

market commodity as well as the reparability of adjustment impacts are also

major factors in the relative height of adjustment failure costs.217

For commodities like sneakers and livestock, which are fungible and which

give rise to reparable harms, adjustment failure costs tend to be low.2 18 Even

when markets for sneakers and livestock are slow to adjust, the adjustment

failure costs for these commodities tend to be relatively minor and curable.2 19

Both sneakers and livestock are fairly quick and easy to replace.

Moreover, the adjustment failure costs they occasion primarily involve a

demand for sneakers which the suppliers do not cover.220 While these losses are

real and can impact individuals, they are typically merely monetary, and thus

easier to offset with surrounding market benefits.221 Accordingly, the nature and

context of commodities like sneakers and livestock generally lead to low

adjustment failure costs.222

However, for commodities that are unique or give rise to irreparable harm,
adjustment failure costs tend to be high. This is the case with lifesaving

211 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 769-71.
2 12 See id at 762, 768.
213 See, e.g., id at 734.
2 14 See id at 762 (implying that the time it takes to reach market equilibrium correlates

with the adjustment failure costs).
2 15 See id. at 763.
216 Id at 761-62.
2 17 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 762-66.
2 18 Cf Wade, supra note 159 (explaining that Nike and Adidas lead this market, but

other brands are readily available to quickly enter in the industry).
2 19 See id

' 220 See Dennis Green, Sneaker Makers like Nike and Adidas Are Facing a Dilemma as

Resale Is on Its Way to Becoming a $6 Billion Business, BUs. INSIDER (Aug. 2, 2019),
https://www.businessinsider.com/nike-adidas-role-sneaker-resale-market-2019-8
[https://perma.cc/WCC3-8UW8].

221 The resale market can assist with these monetary adjustments. Id.
222See supra notes 218-221 and accompanying text.
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pharmaceuticals and rhinoceroses.223 With lifesaving pharmaceuticals, long
lags in market adjustment can certainly produce high adjustment failure costs,
but even short delays can cause significant harm or death.224 Because of the
nature and context of essential lifesaving pharmaceuticals, they are inherently
prone to high adjustment failure costs.225 Likewise, the nature and context of
rhinoceroses as a commodity invite irreparable harms.226 Because rhinoceroses
do not reproduce quickly and risk extinction, even short blips or downturns in
the rhinoceros market can wreak catastrophic, irreparable losses on population
viability and biodiversity.22 7

Importantly, for any commodity, adjustment failure costs are not static.2 28

They can rise or fall based on changes to the nature and context of a commodity
or to the time markets take to adjust.2 29 For instance, the physical and contextual
impacts of climate change might increase adjustment failure costs for certain
commodities.2 30 Climate change might raise adjustment failure costs for
lifesaving pharmaceuticals by altering geographic disease patterns, creating new
surprises and delays for supplying essential medicines.231 Climate change might
also further destabilize rhinoceros numbers, making population decreases all the
more impactful and irreparable.232

Alternatively, some changes to the nature and context of a commodity can
lower adjustment failure costs.233 For example, the National Strategic Stockpile
changes the nature and context of lifesaving pharmaceuticals as a commodity
by maintaining an emergency supply of essential medicines.234 By guaranteeing
quick, adequate supplies of lifesaving pharmaceuticals, the stockpile lowers
adjustment failure costs.235 It both speeds market adjustments and alters the

22 3 See Fox, supra note 160, at 361; Bradford, supra note 177.
224 Fox, supra note 160, at 361, 366-67; Martinez, supra note 161.225 See supra notes 160-164 and accompanying text.226 See Bradford, supra note 177.
2271d; see Bove, supra note 190.
228 Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 732, 760.
229 d. at 732.
2301d at 765-66.
23 1 See Regional Health Effects, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/climateandhealth/effects/

default.htm [https://perma.cc/E5T5-RRHE].
232 Rhino Conservation and Climate Change, SAVE THE RHINO, https://www.savethe

rhino.org/thory-issues/rh ino-conservation-and-climate-change/#:~:text-For%20rhinos%2
C%20significant%20increases%20in,less%201ikely%20to%20reproduce%20successfully
[https://perma.cc/34TC-64NE] (last updated Mar. 2, 2021).233 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 767-77.

234 Priscilla Alvarez & Kristen Holmes, Inside the Warehouse Containing Some of the
Nation's Most Critical Supplies and Vaccines, CNN (Dec. 20, 2020), https://www.cnn.com/
2020/12/20/politics/ppp-warehouse/index.html [https://perma.cc/T74N-5VN9].

235 Id. (showcasing how the National Strategic Stockpile has been used in response to
anthrax attacks, natural disasters, and disease outbreaks and pandemics to lessen the impact
of these incidents).
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commodification of lifesaving pharmaceuticals, treating them as basic human

necessities rather than mere market commodities.236

However, in some cases it is not practicable to reduce adjustment failure

costs. In those instances, the only relief from high adjustment failure costs is to

avoid them through decommodification. 237 For example, it is infeasible to

reduce the adjustment failure costs of rhinoceroses as a commodity. 238 By their

nature, rhinoceroses do not reproduce frequently, and it is unlikely that the

context of rhinoceroses will change to make their populations more viable.239

Thus, there is little prospect of lowering the adjustment failure costs of

commodified rhinoceroses. The most likely way to address the high adjustment

failure costs of rhinoceroses is to decommodify them, avoiding adjustment

failure costs by taking rhinoceroses off the market.240

Figure 4 depicts these options for lowering or avoiding adjustment failure

costs.

236 Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the stockpile has been more heavily funded to

ensure that supply can meet demand. See id.
237 To decommodify something is to take it out of the realm of adjusting market

mechanisms. Eric Kober, "Decommodifying" Housing and Other Magical Thinking, E21

(Dec. 11, 2019), https://economics2I.org/decommodifying-housing-other-magical-thinking
[https://perma.cc/Y8HP-TZKV].

238 See Bradford, supra note 177 ("Every two and a half to five years, a female rhino

will reproduce. Female rhinos carry their young for a gestation period of 15 to 16 months.

They usually only have one baby at a time, though they do sometimes have twins.").
239 Id
240 But see Sean Coughlan, Fake Rhino Horn Invented to Ruin Poachers' Market, BBC

NEWS (Nov. 8, 2019), https://www.bbc.com/news/education-501
8 42 80 [https://perma.cc/

79SF-G8U6] (describing how some researchers hope that fake rhino horn will fill some of

the demand that would "confuse the trade," while other researchers think this might actually

"inadvertently stimulate the market for rhino horn" and would prefer to focus on stopping

the trade in general).
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Figure 4: Adjustment Failure Costs, After Altering Commodification for
Pharmaceuticals and Rhinoceroses

As discussed above, lifesaving pharmaceuticals have high adjustment
failure costs (indicated by the "life-saving pharmaceuticals without Strategic
National Stockpile" point on the lower right of the figure).24' However, the
Strategic National Stockpile alters the commodification of these crucial
pharmaceuticals by assuring an adequate and available emergency supply of
medicines.242 This lowers the adjustment failure costs of lifesaving
pharmaceuticals (moving them to the "Strategic National Stockpile of life-
saving pharmaceuticals" point in the middle of the figure).2 43 As a result, a
beneficial market for lifesaving pharmaceuticals can exist if backstopped by the
Strategic National Stockpile.244

Figure 4 also shows the high adjustment failure cost for rhinoceroses
(illustrated by the "rhinoceroses" point on the lower right of the figure). Since
there is no realistic possibility of lowering these adjustment failure costs
(rhinoceros markets cannot move up and left on the "emergence of markets"
line), then to avoid these costs requires eliminating rhinoceros markets and

241 See Fox, supra note 160, at 361, 366-67.242 See Alvarez & Holmes, supra note 234.
243 See id
244The Strategic National Stockpile was tested during the COVID-19 pandemic and

showed that it needed to be stocked more fully for future emergencies. See id
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decommodifying rhinoceroses (shifting rhinoceroses from the "rhinoceroses"

point on the "emergence of markets" line to the "decommodified rhinoceroses"

point below the line).24 5

The juxtaposition of sneakers, livestock, and rhinoceroses is obviously a bit

stylized, but it helps illustrate important principles of adjustment failure costs.

First, as discussed in Part A, adjustment failure costs are an inherent feature of

markets. Slow market adjustments and potential irreparable harms exacerbate

these costs. And, if adjustment failure costs are high enough to outweigh market

benefits, then markets may not emerge or persist. Second, as discussed in Part

B, socially detrimental markets can emerge and persist despite high adjustment

failure costs if they externalize the high adjustment failure costs onto society.

Finally, as discussed in Part C, changing the nature of a commodity can possibly

lower high adjustment failure costs, and decommodification can avoid such

costs.
Part IV applies these insights to the context of real estate threatened by

recurrent disaster.

IV. APPLICATION OF ADJUSTMENT FAILURE COSTS TO CLIMATE CHANGE

VULNERABLE PROPERTIES

By applying adjustment failure cost analysis to properties threatened by

recurrent and climate-exacerbated disasters, this Part offers insights to improve

land management policies. In particular, this adjustment failure cost analysis

informs when and how to deploy climate adaptations measures, like buyouts and

managed retreat policies, to vulnerable properties.
Part A posits that adjustment failure costs should serve as a trigger for when

policies should intervene in real estate markets. When policymakers determine

that adjustment failure costs for disaster-vulnerable real estate are too high, this

justifies buyouts and managed retreat strategies.
Part B explores how adjustment failure costs can inform how to manage

properties vulnerable to recurrent disasters. It contends that when properties

demonstrate high adjustment failure costs, policies should either reduce or avoid

these costs. To do so, policies may either alter the nature of the vulnerable

properties as a commodity (for example, by imposing development restrictions

in property titles) or decommodify vulnerable properties (for example, by

removing properties from the market and designating them as undevelopable

buffer areas).
Finally, Part C juxtaposes the adjustment failure costs for disaster-

vulnerable properties with the adjustment failure costs of other climate change

impacted markets for agricultural food production and electricity provision.

24 5 See supra notes 237-240 and accompanying text.
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This highlights how adjustment failure cost analysis offers particular insights
for disaster-vulnerable properties, and it demonstrates the broad applicability of
adjustment failure cost analysis.

A. Adjustment Failure Cost Analysis Informs When to Intervene in Real
Estate Markets

A key goal of land management policies should be to avoid unacceptably
high adjustment failure costs. Accordingly, since disaster-vulnerable properties
are prone to high adjustment failure costs, which will likely increase due to
climate change impacts, policymakers should deploy buyout and managed
retreat policies when they find adjustment failure costs exceed the market
benefits for vulnerable properties.246

In considering whether to intervene in real estate markets and enact climate
adaptation measures, like buyouts and managed retreat, policymakers face a
difficult policy decision.24 7 Even commonplace land-use regulations like zoning
can stir great debate between those that would favor a market-based approach
versus a regulatory approach to land management,248 so managed retreat
measures are likely to be particularly controversial. While zoning is a rather
standard and generally accepted market intervention, managed retreat is a more
extraordinary, drastic, and divisive intervention. As a result, policymakers may
struggle to evaluate and justify managed retreat policies, even in response to
high risks of recurrent disasters like flooding or wildfire. 249

We suggest that the decision to deploy managed retreat measures cannot be
made as a matter of abstract principles but rather must be context specific,250

and we maintain that adjustment failure costs should be the key contextual

246 See Yuliya Panfil, The Case for 'Managed Retreat', POLITICO (July 14, 2020),
https://www.politico.com/news/agenda/2020/07/14/climate-change-managed-retreat-341753
[https://perma.cc/5SUN-9G28].

247 See id.
248 Proponents of land use policies generally see them as benevolent interventions to

prevent harm, whereas skeptics of such policies see them as unwarranted, paternalistic,
inefficient, and ultimately harmful interferences in a market process, compromising the
efficiency and autonomy values discussed above. These different positions stem from
fundamental disagreements about the desirability of market interventions, so policies that
intervene more extensively in markets tend to be more divisive. Typically, the more a land-
use policy restricts the market process the more controversial it is.

249 See Panfil, supra note 246 (claiming that government intervention in regard to
managed retreat measures can be "psychologically, financially and politically difficult-but
it must be done").

250 We justify this assertion using both utilitarian and moral reasons. The utilitarian
argument is one of Kaldor-Hicks efficiency; we suggest that the cost-benefit analysis must
be context specific. The moral argument is a consequentialist one. We suggest that there is
no inherent right or wrong to the decision to intervene with managed retreat policies but
rather that the context-specific consequences of this decision should be the prevailing
consideration.
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consideration for deploying managed retreat policies. To explain why, we first

review arguments for and against managed retreat measures, and then we

explore how adjustment failure costs can inform the debate.
A central argument against managed retreat policies is that the market

process will do a better job than government regulators in responding to disaster

risks associated with climate change.2 51 Economic analysis suggests that real

estate markets will adjust to incorporate disaster risk and steer individuals away

from vulnerable areas, resulting in a natural, emergent (rather than managed)

retreat where appropriate.2 52 Consumer demand for vulnerable properties

should decrease as repeated disaster losses repel buyers, and prompt preexisting

owners to desist unsustainable uses.2 53 Further, insurance markets should

respond to recurrent losses by raising rates or ultimately declining coverage for

excessively vulnerable properties, thereby dissuading prospective buyers and

disincentivizing preexisting owners from making further investments.254

Indeed, there is evidence of such market dynamics already unfolding. For

example, recurrent coastal flooding in Virginia has driven down property

251 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 736-37.
252See id., at 749-50 (discussing perspectives on "emergent" markets and norms).
253 See, e.g., infra note 255 and accompanying text.
254 See Brooke Jarvis, When Rising Seas Transform Risk into Certainty, N.Y. TIMES

MAG. (Apr. 18, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/18/magazine/when-rising-seas-
transform-risk-into-certainty.html [https://perma.cc/266V-WQKA].
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values2 55 and increased insurance rates,2 56 in some cases leaving properties
effectively unsellable.257

Moreover, over time, markets may reflect risk more precisely than would
governmental managed retreat policies because the pricing system responds to
diffuse information inputs rather than relying on centralized planning models.2 58

Additionally, managed retreat policies may be susceptible to political
compromise, rent seeking, administrative costs, and simple inability to predict
the future skeptics of managed retreat policies may point to any number of
unsuccessful urban planning projects to justify concern about government
directed retreat.2 59

Nonetheless, despite these persuasive arguments against managed retreat
policies, there are also compelling justifications for such measures in certain
instances. Most basically, despite the long-term prospect of market-driven
emergent retreat, locked-in maladaptive policies have distorted the property

255 Ryan Murphy & Gordon Rago, Waterfront Home Values in Hampton Roads Falling
Because of Flooding, Sea Level Rise, Studies Show, VIRGINIAN-PILOT (Oct. 20, 2018),
https://www.pilotonline.com/news/environment/article_5004bb02-c71 e-11 e8-bdab-3fa243
ld511c.html (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal); see, e.g., Tamara Dietrich, Study:
Sea Level Rise Has Already Cost Virginians $280 Million in Home Values Since 2005, DAiLY
PRESS (Sept. 10, 2018), https://www.dailypress.com/news/dp-nws-home-value-loss-20180
910-story.html [https://perma.cc/P34J-9P5X]; Chelsea Sherman, Are Coastal Virginia Home
Values Sinking from Sea Level Rise?, COASTAL VA. MAG. (Apr. 11, 2019),
http://www.coastalvirginiamag.com/March -April-201 9/Are-Coastal-Virginia-Home-
Values-Sinking-from-Sea-Level-Rise/ [https://perma.cc/TYN6-TJGY]; see also Darryl
Fears, Built on Sinking Ground, Norfolk Tries to Hold Back Tide amid Sea-Level Rise,
WASH. POST (June 17, 2012), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/
built-on-sinking-ground-norfolk-tries-to-hold-back-tide-amid-sea-level-rise/2012/06/17/gJ
QADUsxjVstory.html [https://perma.cc/2GGW-BRJ6]; Jarvis, supra note 254; Sarah
Krouse, Laura Kusisto & Tom McGinty, Mounting Climate Worries Push 'Location,
Location, Location' Off the Beach, WALL STREET J. (Oct. 31, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/
graphics/coastal-home-sales-affected-by-climate-change-worries/ [https://perma.cc/C932-
Y5QF]; John Tibbetts & Chris Mooney, Sea Level Rise Is Eroding Home Value, and Owners
Might Not Even Know It, WASH. POST (Aug. 20, 2018), https://www.washington
post.com/national/health-science/sea-level-rise-is-eroding-home-value-and-owners-might-
not-even-know-it/2018/08/20/ff63fa8c-aOd5-11e8-93e3-24d1703d2a7astory.html [https://
perma.cc/9JQ5-T28W]; Ian Urbina, Perils of Climate Change Could Swamp Coastal Real
Estate, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 24, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/24/science/global-
warming-coastal-real-estate.html [https://perma.cc/T78D-NSPW].

256 Jarvis, supra note 254.
257 d. (documenting instances of sellers "unable to sell their houses" in coastal Virginia

because flood risk and flood insurance is preventing buyers from purchasing).
2 58 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 741-42.
259 Baltimore's "road to nowhere" serves as an unfortunate example of such a project.

See, e.g., Johnny Miller, Roads to Nowhere: How Infrastructure Built on American
Inequality, GUARDIAN (Feb. 21, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/feb/21/
roads-nowhere-infrastructure-american-inequality [https://perma.cc/2YAC-5FR9]. See
generally Richard A. Epstein, Kelo v. City of New London Ten Years Later, NAT'L REV.
(June 23, 2015), https://www.nationalreview.com/2015/06/kelo-eminent-domain-richard-
epstein/ (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal).
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market for the highest climate-risk properties.2 60 This leaves many people

exposed to great (and growing) climate change risks, and there is still new (and

growing) development in highly vulnerable areas.261

Moreover, even absent market distortions wrought by government policy,
preexisting owners of properties that are now increasingly vulnerable may

effectively be stuck there,262 with a substantial portion of their assets stranded

absent some intervention.263 Any ultimate possibility of emergent retreat does

not address these immediate risks-suggesting the need for managed retreat

policies.264 Indeed, the example of coastal Virginia is once again instructive.

Though the market is showing some response, individuals have already suffered

repeat flooding, they remain in harm's way, and many have stranded long-term

investments that are decreasing in value.265

These exigencies may justify managed retreat policies. Just as zoning

intervenes to more efficiently manage competing land uses, government

intervention may be needed here as well. However, such policy questions should

not be resolved based on allegiance to abstract ideologies. Rather, they demand

fact-specific examinations of at-risk communities. We argue that attention to

adjustment failure costs provides crucial insights to assess managed retreat

interventions and justify policy choices. Specifically, we suggest the following

central analysis for whether to adopt managed retreat policies: Is the real estate

market in a vulnerable area adjusting on a timeline such that the benefits of the

market process outweigh the costs of adjustment? If so, managed retreat is

unnecessary; if not, intervention is warranted.
The remainder of this section expounds upon this analysis. We first explore

why adjustment failure costs may be particularly high for disaster-vulnerable

real estate. Then, having drawn attention to these adjustment failure costs, we

discuss how they can inform the analysis of whether to deploy managed retreat

policies.

260 See generally Christopher Coes, Tracy Hadden Loh & Tola Myczkowska, The Great

Real Estate Reset, BROOKINGS INST. (Dec. 16, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/essay/
distorted-and-destabilized-housing-markets-are-pushing-households-into-climate-risky-
low-opportunity-communities/ [https://perma.cc/373V-KKG4] (showing how low-income
families remain in high-risk areas "[d]espite broad support for resiliency, industry and

policymaker attention" on improving some aspects of climate change).
261 Id.
262 See Jarvis, supra note 254.
263 See id (describing how a property owner had to seek out an insurance agent to find

ways to reduce flood premiums). The government may even bear some responsibility for

continuing to implicitly induce habitation of certain areas through inaction. See Michael

Pappas, A Right To Be Regulated?, 24 GEO. MASON L. REv. 99,99-101, 105, 132-33 (2016);
Christopher Serkin, Passive Takings: The State's Affirmative Duty to Protect Property, 113

MICH. L. REv. 345, 388-401 (2014).
264 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 760.
265 See, e.g., Jarvis, supra note 254 (offering the example of an individual who bought a

coastal Virginia home in 2005 that has subsequently lost at least half, if not all, of its value

due to recurrent flooding).
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1. Particularly High Adjustment Failure Costs for Disaster-Vulnerable
Real Estate

Real estate markets, like all markets, adjust.2 66 Thus, they generate
adjustment failure costs.267 For most real estate, these adjustment failure costs
may be inconsequential. However, for vulnerable real estate, adjustment to
recurrent disasters and climate change can generate particularly high adjustment
failure costs because: (1) adjustment to disaster risk can be slow and arduous,
(2) these adjustments can entail irreparable losses to life and health as well as
repeated displacement, suffering, and financial hardship, and (3) such
adjustments and their costs will be repetitive and sequential, imposing recurrent
and regressive losses. This section explores each of these causes of high
adjustment failure costs, but first it describes the adjustment process for
vulnerable real estate.

As explained above, market dynamics suggest that disaster losses will spur
emergent retreat from vulnerable areas.2 68 Figure 5 illustrates this adjustment
process that underlies emergent retreat.

266 See generally, e.g., Brenda Richardson, Experts Predict What the Housing Market
Will Be Like in 2021, FORBES (Dec. 16, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/brenda
richardson/2020/12/16/experts-predict-what-the-housing-market-will-be-like-in-2021 /?sh=
7e51616a36dc [https://perma.cc/N733-GTF9].267 Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 732.

268 See supra notes 251-59 and accompanying text.
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Figure 5: Adjustment in Vulnerable Real-Estate Markets
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As the figure depicts, once a vulnerable area experiences repetitive disaster

or heightened disaster risk, that should dampen demand to occupy that area (the

solid "pre-disaster demand" line shifts down and left to become the dashed

"post-disaster demand" line).2 69 This drop in demand chills investment,
development, rebuilding, and ultimately occupancy of the vulnerable area (the

solid "pre-disaster supply" line shifts down and right to become the dashed

"post-disaster supply" line).2 70 This process results in emergent retreat as

market incentives lead people to migrate away from vulnerable real estate.27 1

Such modeling of emergent retreat makes logical sense, and, as noted above,

some real estate markets already. show the beginnings of this process.2 72 For

example, vulnerable properties in Virginia have lost substantial market value,
indicating a reduced demand for occupancy of these vulnerable areas (mirroring

Figure 5's depiction of the solid "pre-disaster demand" line shifting down and

left to become the dashed "post-disaster demand" line).2 73

However, an important but overlooked consequence of such emergent

retreat is the adjustment failure cost that accompanies this transition (illustrated

by the shaded diamond in Figure 5).274 And in the context of vulnerable

properties, these adjustment failure costs may be substantial because of slow

adjustments, irreparable harms, and repetitive, sequential, regressive losses.

269 See, e.g., supra note 255 and accompanying text.
2 70 See Krouse, Kusisto & McGinty, supra note 255.
271 Id
272 See, e.g., Jarvis, supra note 254.
273 1d
274See supra notes 135-138 and accompanying text.
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a. Slow Adjustments

Four sets of reasons suggest that real estate markets for vulnerable
properties may lag in adjusting to climate change risks. First, real estate markets
demonstrate relatively "short-lived memories" for disasters.2 75 For instance, in
the wake of natural disasters, most real estate prices rebound relatively quickly,
even within months,27 6 despite continued and increasing risks.2 77 This
phenomenon seems true across the real estate industry, from publicly traded real

275 Nicole Russell, Is It Actually Risky To Invest in Natural Disaster Areas?, REONOMY
(June 25, 2018), https://www.reonomy.com/blog/post/investment-in-natural-disaster-areas
[https://perma.cc/8W5B-CRPP] ("While each market is unique, it does seem to hold that the
number of sales and values are rarely changed long term because of storm risk, though the
immediate impact of a storm does tend to deter sales growth in the year after damage.").

27 6 Tom Connor, The Impact of Natural Disasters on Prime Property Markets,
CHRISTIE'S INT'L REAL EST. (May 22, 2018), https://www.christiesrealestate.com/blog/the-
impact-of-natural-disasters-on-prime-property-markets/ [https://perma.cc/2CXW-6Q3G]
("Six months after Harvey hit Houston, the market for high-end homes finally appears to
have revived. 'We're busy,' says Nancy Almodovar. 'People are confident and are shopping.
I think if we didn't see a serious decline after the hurricane, we're not going to see one
now."'); Ralph DeFranco, Hurricane Damage Can Be Costly, but Housing Market Recovery
Is Swift, NAT'L MORTGAGE NEWS (Oct. 11, 2017), https://www.nationalmortgage
news.com/opinion/hurricane-damage-can-be-costly-but-housing-market-recovery-is-swift
[https://perma.cc/KSM7-PN7X]; Ellen Paris, The Natural Disasters of2017's Impact on the
Housing Market Will Surprise You, FORBES (Jan. 22, 2018), https://www.forbes.com/
sites/ellenparis/2018/01 /22/the-natural-disasters-of-2017s-impact-on-the-housing-market-
will-surprise-you/#5d2fcffbl4c3 [https://perma.cc/F5SL-X84C] ("'Short-term, there is no
question impact includes shrinking inventory and sudden higher demand on rental properties
with rising rent prices. For the long-term, the impact doesn't seem to last. People know the
inherent risk of buying homes in areas prone to wildfires and hurricanes and continue to buy
there'.... Late last August, Houston was devastated by Hurricane Harvey, causing an
estimated $180 billion in damage according to various news sources. Fast forward five
months later. The residential market is booming .... ") (quoting Thomas Knapp); Russell,
supra note 275 ("Many people are under the impression that post a major storm, property
values plummet, and owners are out of luck if looking to sell. But this isn't necessarily the
case-there are plentiful opportunities for investors to swoop in and increase property
values, especially those with knowledge of the area and knowledge of post-disaster investing
strategy.").

277 See Connor, supra note 276 ("The extreme weather created havoc in prime coastal
areas, destroying thousands of homes and causing damage in the billions of dollars. The
events have scripted a kind of mantra for real estate agents in the 21st century: 'Natural
disasters are the new reality."'); Russell, supra note 275 ("The cost of damages will keep
going up for sought-after coastal properties. In the next 15 years, higher sea levels, along
with storm surge, will increase the cost of coastal storms from $1.5B to $3.58, according to
a Risky Business report. Add this to the increased severity of hurricanes, and the annual price
tag for damages is expected to reach $35B each year.").
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estate investment trusts27 8 to more individualized real estate investments.279

Publications aimed at the real estate sector, quoting real estate agents, assert that

"[n]atural disasters are the new reality" 280 and even ask "whether mega-disasters

are the new normal." 281 But aside from individual properties subject to frequent
recurrent flooding, 282 real estate markets in vulnerable areas have not been

appreciably dampened by climate change risk.

Indeed, disasters have even spurred investment in afflicted real estate.283 As

one outlet reports, "Last year was the costliest on record, with 219 weather

disasters causing $1.5 trillion in damages .... Despite these record-breaking
numbers, investors continue to invest in risky coastal real estate, because so far

property's profitability has been worth it." 284 The aftermath of Hurricane

Harvey offers one example. In 2017, Hurricane Harvey caused sixty-eight

deaths and $125 billion in damages in the areas around Houston, Texas.2 85 In

the wake of the hurricane, real estate investors bought over 5,500 flooded

homes, "often for dimes on the dollar," and converted them into "block after

block of rentals,"286 with much of this development occurring in Houston's

"worst flood zones."28 7 Such real estate investment has been so voracious that

it has even crowded out government efforts to reduce flooding losses.2 88 For

instance, post-hurricane speculation in Houston has "prevent[ed] or delay[ed]

government agencies from buying out homeowners whose houses have

278 Russell, supra note 275 ("Even though 97% of public [real estate investment trusts]

identified natural disasters as a business concern . . . none have left a specific area due to a

disaster .... ").
279 See Paris, supra note 276 (noting a booming residential market in coastal Houston

after Hurricane Harvey).
280 Connor, supra note 276.
281 Russell, supra note 275 (emphasis added).
282 Jarvis, supra note 254 (describing Virginia's "repetitive-loss properties").
283 Russell, supra note 275 ("Not only do people seem to have short-lived memories

when it comes to areas with storm damage, but investors know that coastal areas are high

return market. And if prices drop before a storm, it might be an opportune time to invest.").

See generally Robin L. Dillon-Merrill, Lei Ge & Pedro Gete, Natural Disasters and Housing
Markets. The Tenure Choice Channel (Dec. 2018) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with

the Ohio State Law Journal) (compiling data that natural disasters lead to higher income

households increasing real estate holdings in afflicted areas).
284 Russell, supra note 275 (emphasis added).
285 Final Report Shows Harvey's Impact on Harris County by the Numbers, KHOU

(June 6, 2018), https://www.khou.com/article/weather/harvey/final-report-shows-harveys-
impact-on-harris-county-by-the-numbers/285-5

6 2016 9 32 (on file with the Ohio State Law

Journal).
286 Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89.
287 Mark Collette & Matt Dempsey, What's in Houston 's Worst Flood Zones?

Development Worth $13.5 Billion, Hous. CHRON. (Dec. 6, 2017), https://www.houston

chronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/What-s-in-a-floodway-In-Houston-20-
000-12409821.php [https://perma.cc/H3TC-3PHT].

288 Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89.
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repeatedly flooded. Harris County said it has already lost to private parties 88
Harvey-flooded houses it wanted to buy." 2 89

Second, government policies prolong adjustment periods by distorting the
real estate markets and entrenching occupancy of vulnerable properties. These
distortions slow market adjustments, which in turn amplifies adjustment failure
costs.290 As discussed in Part II, government disaster response policies (often
animated by political incentives related to real estate investment) impede real
estate markets from adjusting to disaster risk.29 1 State and federal policies
include numerous provisions that slow or obstruct market adjustment and
perpetuate risky development.292 For instance, the distortions and moral hazards
associated with the NFIP are both well-documented and persistent.2 93

Development after Hurricane Harvey again provides a recent example, with
flood insurance subsidies aiding investors to redevelop housing in flood
areas.294 Such policies may be well-intentioned and legislators may believe they
are addressing infrequent or one-time disasters rather than creating moral
hazards. However, subsidies aimed at providing assistance for isolated disasters
are ill-suited to the recurrent risks and repeated hazards associated with climate
change.29 5 Thus, these policies increase the likelihood of repeat losses, mute
incentives against investing in risky areas, and drive up adjustment failure
costs.296

289 sn
290 See supra notes 158-64 and accompanying text.
291 See supra notes 57-58 and accompanying text.
292See, e.g., Residents Against Flooding v. Reinvestment Zone No. Seventeen, 260

F Supp. 3d 738, 750-51 (S.D. Tex. 2017), aff'd, 734 F. App'x 916 (5th Cir. 2018)
(surrounding a dispute over a policy that allowed the movement of flooding stormwater from
a commercial district to a residential district, despite the latter having insufficient
infrastructure); TED STEINBERG, ACTS OF GOD 122 (2d ed. 2000) (arguing that the holding in
Lucas discouraged state and local legislatures from enacting policies that hindered hyper-
development); Serkin, supra note 263, at 397-401 (arguing that governments are
incentivized to take no action against regulating risky development under existing policy).

293 See supra Part Il.B.2.b. See generally Mary McGee, Moral Hazard and the National
Flood Insurance Program (Apr. 30, 2014) (unpublished B.A. thesis, Colgate University),
http://blogs.colgate.edu/economics/files/2014/09/McGee-2014-Moral-H azard-and-the-
National-Flood-insurance-Program.pdf [https://perma.cc/QFX2-4GBD] (discussing the
persistence of moral hazards notwithstanding the Reform Act of 1994).

294 See Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89 ("Since flood insurance is available at deep
discounts through the federal government, investors are often insuring their properties on the
back of the American taxpayer.").

295 E.g., Sack & Schwartz, supra note 31 (describing how FEMA provided $81 billion
in post-disaster rebuilding assistance, yet areas did not become any more storm resistant);
see also Kenneth J. Bagstad, Kevin Stapleton & John R. D'Agostino, Taxes, Subsidies, and
Insurance as Drivers of United States Coastal Development, 63 ECOLOGICAL ECON. 285,
287-89 (2007).

29 6See supra Part III.A.
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Additionally, municipalities typically derive their tax bases, and ultimately

much of their vibrancy and viability, from local residency and investment.2 9 7

Municipal policymakers do not typically gain popularity by suggesting that their

communities are vulnerable, so they face incentives to encourage continued

habitation and growth despite disaster risks.2 98

Third, limitations of knowledge, information, and cognition are acute when

it comes to appreciating climate change risks for real estate, and this can further

slow market adjustments.299 Even with the best available information, it is

difficult to predict the risks of climate change impacts on many individual

properties because of both the numerous dynamic factors involved and

legitimate scientific uncertainty.300 Moreover, beyond this true uncertainty,
obfuscation or denial of known risks, particularly when perpetrated by

government entities, can distort investment decisions. For instance, a North

Carolina law essentially required that coastal policies ignore scientific models

predicting sea level rise.3 01 The law sought to bolster property values and spur

development, at the expense of informed decision-making, and following the

law's passage development boomed in highly vulnerable areas.302 Worse still,
intentional misrepresentations, such as climate change denial by the federal

executive branch,3 03 suggest that climate change risk is nonexistent, and such

misinformation from putatively trustworthy sources can influence individual

investment decisions. Finally, numerous sources indicate that common

behavioral phenomena, like cognitive dissonance,304 optimism bias,305 or

297 Klein, The National, supra note 66, at 312 (explaining that tax revenue is among the

reasons that cities are hesitant to disavow coastal property).
29 8See Justin Pidot, Deconstructing Disaster, 2013 BYU L. REv. 213, 247 (2013)

(noting that local leaders have incentives to support the "financial wellbeing of those residing

within a jurisdiction").
299 See id at 235-43.
300 See id at 235-36 ("Even when science provides a reasonably certain prediction about

the likelihood of disaster, the human brain may unreasonably discount that risk."); Pappas &
Flatt, supra note 4, at 765 (explaining how markets for repetitive-loss properties experience

high adjustment failure costs because "their complexity may make them difficult to monitor,
slow to reveal damage, or subject to scientific uncertainty").

301 John Schwartz & Richard Fausset, North Carolina, Warned of Rising Seas, Chose to

Favor Development, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 12, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/12/
us/north-carolina-coast-hurricane.html [https://perma.cc/E58M-2QKB].

3021Id
303 See Mark P. Nevitt & Robert V. Percival, Could Official Climate Denial Revive the

Common Law as a Regulatory Backstop?, 96 WASH. U. L. REv. 441, 443, 445-46 (2018)

(describing forms of this denial from President Trump and in EPA policy).

304 Cognitive Dissonance, BEHAvIORALECONOMICS.COM, https://www.behavioral
economics.com/resources/mini-encyclopedia-of-be/cognitive-dissonance/ [https://perma.cc/

NR5U-L426] (defining cognitive dissonance as the "uncomfortable tension that can exist

between two simultaneous and conflicting ideas or feelings").
305 Optimism Bias, BEHAVIORALECONOMICS.COM, https://www.behavioralecon

omics.com/resources/mini-encyclopedia-of-be/optimism-bias/ [https://perma.cc/W4QH-HC47
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information avoidance,306 lead individuals to ignore or underappreciate the risks
associated with climate change.307 As a result, investment choices may be slow
to account for these risks.

Fourth, even when there is decreased demand for vulnerable properties,
emergent retreat is likely to be slow because financial constraints force
preexisting occupants to remain. For instance, owners of vulnerable properties
may not be financially able to leave unless they can sell their properties, so they
continue to occupy risky properties until they can recoup some investment.308

Indeed, this appears to be the case in coastal Virginia, where repeat-flooded
houses are effectively unsellable but where residents cannot afford to leave.30 9

This combination of factors suggests that vulnerable real estate markets will
be particularly slow to adjust to -climate disaster risks and accordingly will
generate high adjustment failure costs. In this way, vulnerable real estate
markets resemble rhinoceroses. Just as rhinoceros populations cannot grow
quickly in response to demand increases, occupancy of vulnerable real estate
cannot shrink quickly in response to demand decreases.310 In both cases the long
adjustment periods exacerbate adjustment failure costs.

b. Irreparable Harms

As markets for vulnerable real estate lag in adjusting toward emergent
retreat, irreparable harms arise, further heightening adjustment failure costs.
These harms include repeated tragedies that cause losses of human life and
health in addition to subjective and objective losses associated with homes and
other property.3 11 The potential for loss of life or serious injury is obviously a
major contributor to these high adjustment failure costs, but other human
impacts can also be significant. For example, psychological effects of these
disasters can be acute. Studies of the victims of disaster events in the last two
decades confirm that many suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder

(defining optimism bias as the tendency of people to "overestimate the probability of positive
events and underestimate the probability of negative events happening to them in the
future").

306Information Avoidance, BEHAVIORALECONOMICS.COM, https://www.behavioralecon
omics.com/resources/mini-encyclopedia-of-be/information-avoidance/ [https://perma.cc/
MD3T-DKCW] (defining information avoidance as "situations in which people choose not
to obtain knowledge that is freely available").

307 See, e.g., Nsikan Akpan, How Your Brain Stops You from Taking Climate Change
Seriously, PBS: NEWSHOUR (Jan. 7, 2019), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/how-
your-brain-stops-you-from-taking-climate-change-seriously [https://perma.cc/S5M7-33BJ].

308 See Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89 (describing the dilemma within the context of
homeowners in Houston after Hurricane Harvey).

309 Jarvis, supra note 254.
3 10 See supra notes 179-191 and accompanying text.
311 Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 758 ("[E]nvironmental goods in particular may

display such non-fungible or irreparable characteristics . ... ").
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(PTSD),3 12 which in turn can lead to more negative health impacts and even

death.3 13 Thus, the adjustment failure costs for vulnerable real estate can be as

severe and incurable as those for life-saving pharmaceuticals or rhinoceroses.

c. Repetitive, Sequential, Regressive Losses

Finally, the adjustment failure costs of emergent retreat may be particularly

high because they can involve repetitive, sequential, regressive losses. Figure 6

illustrates how adjustments toward emergent retreat are likely to be repetitive

and sequential, causing greater cumulative adjustment failure costs.

3 12 Ashley Welch, Weeks After Hurricane a Critical Window for PTSD, Experts Say,

CBS NEWS (Sept. 21, 2017), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hurricane-maria-harvey-irma-
ptsd-mental-health/ [https://perma.cc/5QEW-4XRY].

3 13 See generally Alexander C. McFarlane, The Long-Term Costs of Traumatic Stress:

Intertwined Physical and Psychological Consequences, 9 WORLD PSYCHIATRY 3 (2010)

(explaining the long-term costs of stress on the body).
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Figure 6: Sequential Adjustment in Increasingly Vulnerable Real-Estate
Markets

Adjustment failure cost Adjustment failure cost
from first dIsaster from second disaster

As vulnerable real estate markets adjust toward emergent retreat, they may
cycle through multiple drops in demand and supply, causing repetitive,
sequential adjustment failure costs.314 For instance, after one disaster, demand
for vulnerable real estate may drop (the solid "pre-disaster demand" line shifts
down and left to become the dotted "demand after first disaster" line), and
occupancy may fall to match it (the solid "pre-disaster supply" line shifts down
and right to become the dotted "supply after first disaster" line).315 For the
reasons stated in previous sections, this adjustment is likely to be slow and to
occasion high adjustment failure costs (the upper shaded diamond).316 And this
is just the first round.

A second disaster can renew the process, with demand falling once again
(the dotted "demand after first disaster" line shifts down and left to become the
dashed "demand after second disaster" line), and supply again dropping to meet
it (the dotted "supply after first disaster" line shifts down and right to become
the dashed "supply after second disaster" line).317 This results in another round
of high adjustment failure costs (the lower shaded diamond). As emergent

314See supra Part II1.A; see also PEW CHARITABLE TRS., supra note 93 ("[A] $69,000
Mississippi home flooded 34 times in 32 years, resulting in $663,000 in claims.").

315 See supra Part I I .A.
316 See supra Part I V.A. La-b.
317 Supra Part TV.A.1.a.-b.
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retreat unfolds, it may involve many rounds of such repetitive, sequential cycles,
each stacking high adjustment failure costs on a larger cumulative total.

Moreover, through these repetitive, sequential cycles, adjustment failure

costs will likely fall regressively, concentrating burdens on those least suited to

bear them and magnifying the costs' impacts.318 As real estate markets slowly

respond to repeated catastrophes, those with the means to do so are likely to

migrate away from vulnerable areas, and this decrease in demand will lower the

value of hazard-prone real estate.319 However, such emergent migration from

risky areas will likely happen in successive waves that cycle down the

socioeconomic ladder. Those without the means may not be able to leave or may

be forced to suffer multiple losses (possibly losing everything) before doing

so.320 Meanwhile, increasingly vulnerable and undesirable locations become

homes for increasingly disenfranchised individuals whose best option is to

repopulate or remain on disaster-prone properties.32 1

Such a downward spiral of risk is entirely predictable, and history shows

that marginalized groups, both domestically and internationally, end up

occupying vulnerable areas like floodplains because that is their only option.

Indeed, a recent study documents how after natural disasters, particularly floods,
low- and middle-income households tend to move to rental housing within

vulnerable areas.322 The experience in Houston, Texas following Hurricane

Harvey displays a similar pattern, with former owner-occupied housing

converted into "block after block of rentals,"323 thereby "interrupting county

plans to buy out flood-prone properties" and "perpetuating a cycle of

flooding."324 These dynamics are further regressive in that they put lower-

income renters, who may have fewer options and be less able to assess disaster

risks,32 5 in more vulnerable situations. For example, the rental investment in

flooded homes in Houston is concerning in part because "Texas law doesn't

require landlords to tell tenants their homes have flooded or sit in a flood

3 18 See, e.g., SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERv. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T HEALTH

& HUM. SERVS., GREATER IMPACT: How DISASTERS AFFECT PEOPLE OF Low

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 9-12 (2017), https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/dtac/srb-
low-ses 2.pdf [https://perma.cc/GK8W-Q3PR].

319 See generally Oliver Milman, Climate Gentrification: The Rich Can Afford to Move

-What About the Poor?, GUARDIAN (Sept. 25, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2018/sep/25/climate-gentrification-phoenix-flagstaff-miami-rich-poor [https://

perma.cc/WH6F-5XCB].
320 See William Donner & Havidan Rodriguez, Population Composition, Migration and

Inequality: The Influence of Demographic Changes on Disaster Risk and Vulnerability, 87

SoC. FORCES 1089, 1098 (2008) (describing this phenomenon occurring in the aftermath of

Hurricane Katrina).
321 See id at 1098-99.
322 See Dillon-Merrill et al., supra note 283, at 2.
323 Hunn, supra note 88.
324 Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89.
325 See, e.g., Javins v. First Nat'l Realty Corp., 428 F.2d 1071, 1077-80 (D.C. Cir. 1970)

(discussing justifications for an implied warranty of habitability).
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plain."32 6 Thus, the adjustment failure costs for climate vulnerable real estate
are likely to be not only high but also recurrent and regressive.

In sum, emergent retreat from vulnerable real estate can cause particularly
high adjustment failure costs due to slow adjustments, irreparable harms, and
recurrent, sequential, regressive losses.

2. Using Adjustment Failure Costs to Inform Deployment of Managed
Retreat

We propose that policymakers use adjustment failure costs as a key
indicator of whether interventions like buyouts and managed retreat are
necessary. This requires weighing adjustment failure costs (such as those
identified above) against the benefits of the market process (such as autonomy
values and gains from trade). If, on balance, adjustment failure costs are.
unacceptably high, then intervention is appropriate and desirable.327

As discussed in Part III in the context of rhinoceros ranches, some markets
may emerge or persist despite high adjustment failure costs that outweigh the
market's benefits.32 8 Because such scenarios entail net social losses, they
counsel policy intervention.329 This is particularly the case when markets endure
by externalizing adjustment failure costs onto society, and some real estate
markets for vulnerable property may do just that. As the previous section
detailed, not only are vulnerable properties prone to high adjustment failure
costs, but a large share of these costs may also be externalized onto society.330

For example, insurance subsidies and disaster assistance policies purposely
externalize costs.331 Additionally, because adjustment failure costs for
vulnerable properties can spread sequentially (and regressively) across
successive owners and tenants, each market participant may internalize only a
small portion of the total adjustment failure cost, which can amount to a net drag
on society.332 Thus, some markets for vulnerable real estate may resemble

326 Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89.
327 Indeed, the whole concept of managed retreat reflects an implicit concern with

outsized adjustment failure costs. The animating principle of managed retreat is to avoid the
painful losses and public health risks that will come with a gradual adjustment in vulnerable
areas.

328 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 766.
329 See id at 768, 773.
330 See supra Part Ill.
331 See, e.g., Neil Doherty, Insurance Markets and Climate Change, 22 GENEVA PAPERS

ON RISK & INS. 223, 227-28 (1997).
3 32 See supra Part Ill.
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rhinoceros ranches in that the markets would not continue if participants

internalized the full adjustment failure costs.333

Figure 7 helps illustrate this possibility.

Figure 7: Adjustment Failure Costs in Real-Estate Markets
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As Figure 7 depicts, in some markets for vulnerable real estate, the market
benefits outweigh the adjustment failure costs (illustrated by the "vulnerable
real-estate market with net benefit" point). In other markets for vulnerable real

estate, the adjustment failure costs may outweigh the market benefits (illustrated

by the "vulnerable real-estate market with net loss" point).3 34 Sorting between

the two provides an important policy diagnostic because allowing a "net-loss"

market to proceed as if it. were a "net-benefit" market imposes large,
externalized adjustment failure costs on society (depicted by the shaded

triangle).335

Currently, virtually all real estate markets are treated as net-benefit markets,
whereas appreciation of adjustment failure costs may reveal that some markets

are actually net-loss markets.336 By analyzing adjustment failure costs,

333 See supra Part I II.B.
334 See supra Figure 7.
335 See supra Figure 7.
336 See, e.g., Xinyu Fu, Jie Song, Bowen Sun & Zhong-Ren Peng, "Living on the Edge":

Estimating the Economic Cost of Sea Level Rise on Coastal Real Estate in the Tampa Bay
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policymakers can identify net-loss markets and impose policies, like buybacks
and managed retreat, to avoid social losses (the shaded triangle).

To make this adjustment failure cost analysis more concrete, consider a
pending policy question in which adjustment failure costs analysis can prove
valuable. Loudoun County, Virginia is considering buying out fourteen recently
built homes that "could sustain serious flood damage during an extreme rainfall
event."3 37 These properties were developed in a floodplain, and since 2013 they
have repeatedly experienced serious flooding, with "[s]torm runoff pour[ing]
through windows and doors, and into the basements of homes."338 Moreover,
this flooding has greatly impacted property owners. One resident stated that the
"flooding has devastated his family financially and emotionally and put their
lives at risk when, on multiple occasions, water flooded his house in a matter of
minutes. In particular ... the flooding nearly killed his elderly mother-in-
law." 339 For the homeowners "[e]very time it rains, there's a fear, and that's
almost every day."340

We suggest that adjustment failure cost analysis can aid the Loudoun
County policymakers in considering this potential buyback. Here, the property
exhibits high adjustment failure costs in the form of risks to human life and
property. If policymakers believe (as we do) that these costs outweigh the
benefits of keeping this property on the market, then these costs justify a buyout
intervention.

We do not suggest that this adjustment failure cost analysis makes decisions
about managed retreat easy or mechanical. We both have close ties to disaster-
vulnerable areas (New Orleans and Houston, respectively), and we understand
all too well the difficulties of these issues and the personal and subjective values
involved. The adjustment failure cost analysis offers room and flexibility to take
these individual and collective values into account while at the same time
appreciating the countervailing costs.34 1 Adjustment failure cost analysis is not
a tool that invariably encourages retreat; it is a tool that allows for better decision
making about retreating or choosing not to by specifically identifying costs that
are too often not considered in policy decisions.34 2

Region, Florida, OCEAN & COASTAL MGMT., Dec. 2016, at 11, 16-17 (discussing the how
effects of climate change and sea rise threaten to make a particular real estate market a net-
loss market).

337 Neal Augenstein, Loudoun Co. Could Buy 14 Homes in Flood-Prone Selma Estates
Development, WTOP News (Dec. 2, 2019), https://wtop.com/loudoun-county/2019/12/loud
oun-co-seeks-to-buy-14-homes-in-flood-prone-selma-estates-development/ [https://perma.cc/
5BBF-7ZQF].

3381d
339 Renss Greene, Loudoun Supervisors Consider Buy-Out Program for Flooding Selma

Estates Homes, LOUDOUNNOw (Dec. 4, 2019), https://loudounnow.com/2019/12/04/loud
oun-supervisors-consider-buy-out-program-for-flooding-selma-homes/ [https://perma.cc/
ER6P-U6DZ].

340 Id
341 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 783-85.
342 See generally id
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Thus, appreciating adjustment failure costs offers policymakers a crucial

analytical perspective for deciding whether to intervene in real estate markets,
while still offering an adaptable framework to accommodate diverse values. For

instance, policymakers can make their own assessments of the relative weight

of adjustment failure costs and market benefits in their communities, and by

doing so they can make informed policy determinations appropriate to their

different contexts and constituencies. The framework of adjustment failure costs

also allows for different methodologies to measure costs and benefits, ranging

from an econometric approach to more qualitative criteria. Finally,
policymakers can use adjustment failure cost analysis at different scales, from

assessing whether to intervene in individual repetitive-loss properties to making

land-use plans for entire communities.
Policy decisions about managed retreat are bound to be fraught but

appreciating adjustment failure costs equips policymakers with a framework for

making considered, justifiable choices.

B. Adjustment Failure Cost Analysis Informs How to Manage Disaster

Vulnerable Properties

The previous section highlighted how adjustment failure costs can inform

when to deploy managed retreat policies.343 This section explores how

adjustment failure costs can inform how to implement managed retreat policies.

If the problem that managed retreat seeks to address is high adjustment

failure costs, then the solution should involve lowering or avoiding those

adjustment failure costs. Thus, managed retreat policies should alter the

commodification of vulnerable parcels, either by changing them as market

commodities (i.e. modifying the nature of the real estate interest that can be sold,
for example by deed-restricting development) or by fully decommodifying

vulnerable properties (i.e. removing parcels from the real estate market, thereby

avoiding the market adjustments that lead to the adjustment failure costs). This

means that effective responses to high adjustment failure costs entail not only

isolated market interventions, such as buyouts, but also ongoing measures that

limit future transactions between willing buyers and sellers of highly vulnerable

properties.
This section first explores the argument for altering commodification as a

strategy for managed retreat, then it reviews examples of different approaches

to changing commodification of real estate.
The proposition that managed retreat policies should alter commodification

of real estate is a logical conclusion from the premises of the previous sections.

The first premise (which we argued in Part Ill) is that adjustment failure costs

arise as an inherent and unavoidable feature of market processes and that the

relative height of these costs depends on the nature and context of the underlying

343 See supra Part IV.A.
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commodities in a market and the policies that allow the market to continue.344
The second premise (which we argued in Part IV.A.) is that adjustment failure
costs are prone to be high for climate-vulnerable real estate and that managed
retreat policies could lessen unacceptably high adjustment failure costs.345 This
leads to this section's conclusion that in contexts where climate-vulnerable real
estate engenders unacceptably high adjustment failure costs, managed retreat
policies seeking to avoid such costs must either change the nature and context
of the underlying commodity or avoid the market process that triggers these
costs.

With climate-vulnerable real estate, there are limited options to alter the
nature of the commodity to reduce adjustment failure costs. It is impossible to
change the physical proximity of real estate to hazards (such as flood-prone
water or fire-prone wilderness).346 It is also difficult to alter the course of global
temperatures, storms, or sea levels.34 7 And, it is unlikely that any particular
policy can modify the real estate market's "short-lived memories" for
disasters,34 8 the scientific uncertainty about climate change, or behavioral
limitations on cognition.349

However, it is practicable to address some contributors to vulnerable real
estate's high adjustment failure costs. For instance, it is conceptually, if not
politically, easy to discontinue government disinformation about climate change
risk or to change policies that create moral hazards (in fact, Part V proposes such
a change to the NFIP and HGMP).350 On a more granular level, changes to the
commodification of individual properties can decrease their particular
adjustment failure costs.3 51 For example, if a residential property has high
adjustment failure costs due to flooding risks, altering the commodification of
that particular parcel could alleviate the flooding risk. For instance, if a deed

344 See supra Part II.
345 See supra Part IV.A.
346 Nearly sixty percent of structures in the United States are built in regions at high risk

of natural disasters. Katherine Kornei, Homes and Other Buildings Abound in Natural
Hazard Hot Spots, Eos (Dec. 10, 2020), https://eos.org/articles/homes-and-other-buildings-
abound-in-natural-hazard-hot-spots [https://perma.cc/LGU8-YKG3].

347 There are certainly attempts at climate change mitigation, but that course is difficult
to alter, and some impacts are now locked in. See Thomas F. Stocker, Technical Summary,
in INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2013: THE
PHYSICAL SCIENCE BAsIs 70-72 (Thomas F. Stocker et al. eds., 2013), https://www.ipcc.ch/
site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGlAR5_all_final.pdf (on file with the Ohio State Law
Journal); see also Dennis L. Hartmann et al., Chapter 2: Observations: Atmosphere and
Surface, in INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2013:
THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS 171-72 (Thomas F. Stocker et al. eds., 2013),
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WG1A R5_all final.pdf (on file with the
Ohio State Law Journal).

348 See supra Part IV.A.L.a.
349 See supra Part IV.A.1.a.
3 5 0 See infra Part V.A.
351 See Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 768-71.
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restriction on the parcel forecloses the possibility to buy or sell the right to

develop a structure not raised above flood level, then that real estate commodity

has been altered to omit broader development rights, thereby avoiding the

adjustment failure costs that unrestricted development would entail. Similarly,
if a particular property has high adjustment failure costs because of seasonal

hazards, such as hurricanes or wildfires, then its commodification could be

altered, through a deed restriction or other means, to restrict occupancy during

those dangerous times. Thus, for properties with identifiable, isolable, and

addressable sources of adjustment failure costs, alterations to commodification

may be sufficient to drive down the adjustment failure costs.

Alternatively, for other properties with more generalized and less

addressable risks, such as properties that experience severe flooding in any rain

event, it may be effectively impossible to decrease the adjustment failure costs

by altering commodification. In such cases, the only option may be avoiding the

unacceptably high adjustment failure costs through full decommodification.
This decommodification entails removing the properties from the market, for

example, through perpetual retention of the property by the government or a

land trust.
To illustrate the effects of alterations to commodification and

decommodification on adjustment failure costs, Figure 8 depicts these options.

Figure 8: Adjustment Failure Costs in the Real-Estate Markets, After Altering

Commodification of Vulnerable Real Estate
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Alterations to commodification can lower adjustment failure costs (shifting
a property from the "vulnerable real estate market with net loss" point to the
"altered-commodification properties" point).3 52  Alternatively,
decommodification eliminates adjustment failure costs by removing a property
from the market (shifting a property from the "vulnerable real estate market with
net loss" point to the "decommodified properties" point).353

The upshot of all this is that mere interventions, such as disaster assistance
or even buyouts, may not sufficiently address high adjustment failure costs of
vulnerable real estate if they do not either change the nature of the commodity
or impose decommodification. Absent such long-term management approaches,
the cycle of vulnerability and adjustment failure costs will merely continue.

Considering concrete examples helps illustrate this point. In numerous
instances vulnerable properties return to the private market, even after disaster
assistance and buyouts. When such properties re-enter the market without
commodification alterations, this leads to repetitive losses and recurrent
adjustment failure costs.

For instance, the facts surrounding the Supreme Court's canonical decision
in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council offer one example. There, concerns
over erosion and flooding on the Isle of Palms led to a policy prohibiting new
buildings within a certain proximity of the shore.354 The policy intervened in
the real estate market to prevent further development in a vulnerable area, and
it precluded the plaintiff from developing two vacant lots. 355 South Carolina
ultimately had to compensate the plaintiff for precluding his opportunity to
develop the properties, effectively requiring the state to purchase the lots.356

South Carolina then resold the lots without building restrictions, and houses
were constructed on them. Now those lots, along with the entire Isle of Palms
coast, are suffering extensive erosion,3 57 requiring emergency sandbags and
seawalls to protect the homes there.3 58 Thus, despite the government's
intervention via regulation and effective buyout of vulnerable properties, the
recurrent disaster risks (and associated high adjustment failure costs) remained
and came to fruition because the property returned to the market without long-

3 52 See supra Figure 8.
3 53 See supra Figure 8.
354 Lucas v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1008 (1992).
355 Id.
356 Bill Want, The Lucas Case: The Trial Court Strategy and the Case's Effect on the

Property Rights Movement, 27 STAN. ENvTL. L.J. 271, 272-73 n.6 (2008).
357 Matt Dillane, Elevated Tides Contribute to Beach Erosion on Isle of Palms, WCIV

ABC NEWS 4 (Sept. 1, 2019), https://abcnews4.com/news/local/elevated-tides-contribute-to-
beach-erosion-on-isle-of-palms [https://perma.cc/K4Q2-JFFN]; see also Patrick Phillips,
King Tides Cause Heavy Beach Erosion at Isle of Palms, LIVE 5 NEWS WCSC (Sept. 1,
2019), https://www.live5news.com/2019/09/02/king-tides-cause-heavy-beach-erosion-isle-
palms/ [https://perma.cc/K877-EU2P].

35 8 Amanda Reilly, How a 1992 High Court Ruling Eroded Regulatory Might, E&E
NEWS (June 30, 2017), https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060056890 [https://perma.cc/34FM
-YBEY].
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term management provisions. Because the lots continued to be unrestricted

commodities, their high adjustment failure costs endured.

The City of Houston's post-Hurricane Harvey policies show a similar

dynamic. After the hurricane, the City of Houston "spent $10.7 million to buy

out floodplain homes damaged during Hurricane Harvey."3 59 However,
following the buyout the city also encouraged redevelopment in the same area,
approving a new utility district to facilitate the construction of 800 new homes

in the same floodplain where thousands of homes had flooded during Hurricane

Harvey.360 The buyout policies were disconnected from the development

decisions, renewing the market cycle and perpetuating adjustment failure costs.

We argue that effective managed retreat policies must break these cycles.

To address high adjustment failure costs, policies must put some long-term

restrictions on the commodification of vulnerable properties.361

There are existing examples of managed retreat policies that implicitly take

this approach, and the framework of adjustment failure costs and

decommodification helps explain how these policies operate. For example,
Charlotte, North Carolina has a program to buy out highly vulnerable properties

and convert them to greenspace. This program is designed to "proactively avoid

future costs instead of repeating past practices," recognizing that "[b]uying back

inundated property permanently removes the risk; once a house is destroyed, it

can't flood again, and the new green space serves as an important buffer for

adjacent properties."362 Though it does not expressly say so, this is a

decommodification approach, taking vulnerable properties out of the

development market and permanently deploying them as greenspace.
The FEMA-funded property acquisition program contemplates similar

decommodification in some instances,363 though as discussed in Part II, a

variety of factors hamper the practical implementation of this program.364 The

program envisions "purchasing floodprone structures . .. and either

demolishing the structures or relocating the structures to a new site outside of

the floodplain. The purchased property is then maintained for open space

purposes in perpetuity in order to restore and/or conserve the natural floodplain

functions."36 5 Once again, the plan to perpetually maintain bought-out

359 Klein, The National, supra note 66, at 310.
360 Id at 309-10.
361 This is consonant with Professor Peter Byrne's suggestion of condemning future

interests in vulnerable properties. See generally J. Peter Byrne, The Cathedral Engulfed:

Sea-Level Rise, Property Rights, and Time, 73 LA. L. REv. 69 (2012) (discussing "regulatory
takings law for its consideration of adaptation to sea-level rise").

362 Peter Coutu, Virginia Beach Eyes Expansive Program to Buy Out Frequently

Flooded Homes. Charlotte Could Be a Model., VIRGINIAN-PILOT (Aug. 31, 2019) (emphasis

added), https://www.pilotonline.com/news/environment/vp-nw-flooding-buying-homes-
20

190830-am43fv5zs5er7b62fuzr4gzgse-story.html [https://perma.cc/J9P7-FKQK].
363 STATE SUMMARY, supra note 71, 1-1 to -15.

364 See supra Part II.
365 FEMA, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE, supra note 63, at 74 (emphasis added).
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properties as open-space decommodifies the parcels by removing them from the
market for development.

Offering a variation on this theme, the state of New York's "Buyout and
Acquisition Program" uses a combination of decommodification and altered
commodification approaches for managing vulnerable coastal areas.366 New
York will purchase properties from interested homeowners whose homes were
substantially damaged or destroyed during Superstorm Sandy, Hurricane Irene,
or Tropical Storm Lee.367 After the properties are purchased, the state takes a
bifurcated approach for long-term management of the properties. For properties
in more vulnerable geographic areas, the state implements the "Buyout" portion
of the program, which "improves the resiliency of the larger community by
transforming parcels of land into wetlands, open space, or stormwater
management systems, creating a natural coastal buffer to safeguard against
future storms."36 8 Like the Charlotte and FEMA policies, this approach
decommodifies the relevant properties, removing them from the market and
retaining them under state ownership as buffer areas.369

The other prong of New York's "Buyout and Acquisition Program" is "the
Acquisition Program," through which the state auctions off properties it has
acquired, allowing redevelopment "in a resilient manner to protect future
occupants of the home and maintain the housing stock in storm-impacted
communities."370 These auctioned properties are burdened with strict building
codes and permitting requirements aimed at creating more resilient structures,
for example, by requiring construction on raised pillars to keep homes above
flood level.371 These restrictions alter the properties as commodities,372 selling
the right to build only in accordance with strict resilience criteria. Additionally,
the state further alters the nature of the commodity by requiring that construction
begin within a set time or the properties revert back to state ownership.373

Through these programs, the State of New York uses two different long-
term management approaches to reduce adjustment failure costs. For properties
with high and irreducible adjustment failure costs, "areas that regularly put

. 366 Notice of Change of Use of Acquisition Properties By New York Rising, GOVERNOR'S
OFF. STORM RECOVERY, https://stormrecovery.ny.gov/housing/buyout-acquisition-programs
[https://perma.cc/9WXN-KQPN] [hereinafter OFF. STORM RECOVERY].

367Id
368 Id
3 69 See id
370 /d
371 See, e.g., Stephen Nessen, Six Years Later, an Innovative Sandy Program Yields

Resilience (and Lots of Frustration), WNYC NEWS (Oct. 29, 2018), https://www.wnyc.org/
story/heres-what-happens-staten-island-when-state-buys-sandy-damaged-homes/ [https://
perma.cc/AXE8-3J48].

372 The alteration would likely be more durable if these were deed restrictions rather
than permitting requirements.

373 Nessen, supra note 371. The success of the Acquisition program is yet to be
determined, but there are reports of construction being difficult, costly, and time consuming,
hampering these rebuilding efforts. Id
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homes, residents and emergency responders at high risk due to repeated

flooding," 374 the state deploys the Buyout program, which fully decommodifies

the properties as buffer areas and thereby avoids the adjustment failure costs.

Alternatively, for the (at least perceived) less-vulnerable properties in the

Acquisition program, the state has determined that development restrictions can

change the commodity sufficiently to lower their adjustment failure costs to

acceptable levels, so the state returns them to the market subject to resiliency

requirements.
Crucially, the Charlotte, FEMA, and New York policies all alter the

marketability of properties after buybacks rather than just returning them to the

market as unchanged commodities. This breaks the cycle of adjustment failure

costs and prevents instances of unfettered redevelopment like those seen in

Houston.
To see how these insights about commodification can inform live policy

questions, recall the pending issue in Loudoun County, Virginia, where

policymakers are considering a buyout of fourteen recently built homes.

Consultants assessing the situation recommended a buyout as "the most viable

flood mitigation option because it removes all risk of structural flooding during

a 100-year storm event." 375 However, as the examples above illustrate, a buyout

only removes flooding risk if it also entails altering the property as a commodity,
either by removing it from the market or restricting how it can be developed.
Thus, reducing recurrent flood risk requires not only deciding whether

adjustment failure costs justify property buyouts but also considering how to

durably reduce adjustment failure costs by adjusting the commodification of the

properties.
As for how, precisely, policymakers should adjust the commodification for

vulnerable properties, there are numerous models to choose from. As discussed

above, policies in Charlotte and New York demonstrate full decommodification
or altered commodification options. Further, there are numerous examples of

altered commodification approaches from outside of the disaster context. For

instance, National Parks and other federal public lands are statutorily

decommodified because of particular concerns about preserving them for future

generations.3 76  Alternatively, the public trust doctrine alters the

commodification of land, either by making it presumptively inalienable or by

374 OFF. STORM RECOVERY, supra note 366.
375 Augenstein, supra note 337; see also Nathaniel Cline, Selma Estates Residents Say

Flooding Is Costing Them Their Livelihood; Loudoun County to Consider Buy-Out

Program, LOuDOuN TIMES-MIRROR (Dec. 4, 2019), https://www.loudountimes.com/news/
selma-estates-residents-say-flooding-is-costing-them-their-livelihood/article_7b4a2806-
169b-1lea-blac-4bl a8e9cb88f.html [https://perma.cc/B4U7-XVLZ].

376 If the geography of Yellowstone or the Grand Canyon is changed, it can never be

recovered. And even if it there were no physical destruction, private ownership would restrict

access effectively causing irreparable harm to a large number of persons who would never

experience these natural wonders. See 16 U.S.C. § 21 (2012).
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making alienation revocable.37 7 Further, conservation easements represent
private arrangements that alter commodification by deed-restricting certain
development options or land uses. All of these represent forms of altered
commodification that suit specific high adjustment failure-cost scenarios.

This list is far from exhaustive, but it offers examples of mechanisms for
altering land .as a commodity. All of these approaches can inform managed
retreat policies, and just as the need for managed retreat is highly contextual, so
too are the relevant commodification policies that should be tailored to
particular contexts. In future work, we plan to address such tailoring concerns,
for example by exploring when voluntary or compulsory managed retreat
programs would be preferable, and by considering when decommodification
should be designed around government limitations (which might add flexibility
but decrease durability as political priorities shift) versus private conservation
easement arrangements (which could add certainty at the expense of
adaptability). However, for now we merely advance the central point that
managed retreat policies must attend to commodification if they hope to address
the high adjustment failure costs associated with vulnerable real estate. In Part
V we apply these insights to the particular context of federal disaster response
policies.

1. Juxtaposing Adjustment Failure Costs for Disaster-Vulnerable
Properties with Those in Other Climate Change Impacted Markets

To this point, we have shown how adjustment failure cost analysis informs
policies for managing disaster-vulnerable properties in a changing climate. Here
we consider how these insights compare with the adjustment failure cost
analysis of other climate change impacted markets, particularly those for
agricultural food production and electricity provision. This juxtaposition
highlights the distinctive contribution that adjustment failure cost analysis offers
specifically to land management policy, especially in counseling
decommodification strategies. At the same time, it demonstrates the broad
applicability of adjustment failure cost analysis to inform how other policy
arenas should address the likely impacts of climate change.

2. Agricultural Food Production

Like all markets, the market surrounding agricultural food production
generates adjustment failure costs, and climate change is likely to exacerbate
these costs. However, the adjustment failure costs in this context are currently
sufficiently low that they do not necessitate major intervention.

As described above in the case of livestock, agricultural commodity markets
generate adjustment failure costs as price, supply, and demand shift. Climate

377 Douglas L. Grant, Underpinnings of the Public Trust Doctrine: Lessons from Illinois
Central Railroad, 33 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 849, 849 (2001).
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change impacts, such as increases in drought, flooding, and severe weather

events, add greater risk and uncertainty to the supply (and consequently to the

price and to the demand) of agricultural food commodities, likely triggering

more instances of market adjustment. In turn, this uptick in market adjustments

will probably yield greater adjustment failure costs.
Nonetheless, these increased adjustment failure costs likely do not require

substantial market interventions (at least not substantially beyond those which

already exist). Though these adjustment failure costs will certainly have

financial impacts on producer and consumer surplus,378 they are unlikely to have

irreparable impacts, such as broad food insecurity or starvation, that would

increase adjustment failure costs to outweigh market benefits and suggest urgent

intervention.37 9

While climate change can and is causing more droughts and floods that can

disrupt agriculture, food production uncertainty becomes more smoothed out

over a broad market and large geographic terrain, and this protects against major

jolts to supply.380 Moreover, existing interventions in the agricultural market

already help to temper the adjustment failure costs that climate change is likely

to impact.3 81 For more than a century, agriculture has been notoriously

susceptible to boom or bust market cycles, and government subsidies as well as

trade distribution networks have reacted to ensure reliable food supplies.3 82

While climate change will potentially worsen such cycles, these existing

policies remain generally appropriate.3 83

Examples of recent agricultural disruptions support this contention. For

instance, even when historically unprecedented weather events and flooding in

2019 impacted crops and livestock in the Midwest, the availability of other

agricultural land in the United States (and other countries), the availability of

substitute products, historic oversupply, and government policies to encourage

3 78 Of course, for individuals, particularly agricultural producers, loss of surplus may be
a severe consequence, even amounting to bankruptcy. And, of course, losing one's livelihood

is a severe harm that may seem irreparable. However, such market risk has been a historic

constant in agriculture, as well as in other business contexts. In such cases, the losses are

unfortunate for individuals, but they do not create such high adjustment failure costs that

they call into question the overall market function. So, while there may be strong arguments

that government policy should protect the viability of individual farmers (and in many ways,
government policy has pursued this goal over the last century), the adjustment failure costs

associated with climate change do not clearly suggest a greater retreat from market processes.

379 See, e.g., Jacey Fortin, The French Fries Are Doing Just Fine, N.Y. TIMES (Dec, 4,

2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/04/us/french-fries-shortage.html [https://perma.cc/

X83X-S2XT].
3 80 Id
381 Id
382 Andrew Schmitz, Boom/Bust Cycles and Ricardian Rent, 77 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON.

1110, 1110 (1995); Tamar Haspel, Why Do Taxpayers Subsidize Rich Farmers?, WASH.

POST (Mar. 15, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/food/why-do-taxpayers-
subsidize-rich-farmers/2018/03/15/50e89906-27b6-11 e8-b79d-f3d931 db7f68_story.html
[https://perma.cc/2EX6-8VWJI].

383 Of course, as conditions change, some modifications may be necessary.
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food security in case of emergency all prevented this disruption from causing
mass hunger.384

Currently, the adjustment failure costs associated with agricultural food
production do not suggest a great increase in market intervention.385 However,
should the adjustment failure costs rise such that irreparable harms, like
starvation, become a concern, the calculus changes, and greater interventions,
including decommodification,386 may be called for.

This adjustment failure cost analysis highlights key differences between the
contexts of agricultural food production and properties susceptible to recurrent
disasters, and policy prescriptions should reflect these differences.3 87 In the case
of disaster-prone properties, the likelihood of irreparable losses results in high
underlying adjustment failure costs, climate impacts increase these costs, and
current government policies exacerbate them by encouraging risky
development.388 Alternatively, in the case of agricultural food production, most
adjustment failure costs are relatively reparable, climate change is currently
unlikely to make them irreparable, and current government policies already help
reduce the adjustment failure costs. Accordingly, even with the likely impacts
of climate change on current conditions, adjustment failure cost analysis
counsels major intervention in the case of disaster prone properties and far less
extensive additional intervention in the case of agricultural production.389

3 84 Zlati Meyer, Floods in Midwest: Will You Pay More for Food After Extreme
Weather?, USA TODAY (Mar. 31, 2019), https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/
03/29/floods-midwest-food-bills-rise-extreme-weather/3282457002/ [https://perma.cc/VHF
6-QP86J; Kim Severson, From Apples to Popcorn, Climate Change Is Altering the Foods
America Grows, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 30, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/30/
dining/farming-climate-change.html [https://perma.cc/6QYU-S3ZH] ("The impact may not
yet be obvious in grocery stores and greenmarkets .... "). The federal government developed
integrated food policies in World War II. Emanuel B. Halper, Supermarket Use and
Exclusive Clauses, Part Five-The Supermarket Business Model Is Completed as the Supers
Adapt to World War I Conditions, 42 REAL PROP. PROB. & TR. J. 113, 152 (2007).

385 However, for particular parcels of farmland located in floodplains or other areas
subject to recurrent disaster losses, the adjustment failure costs may counsel relocation
measures, as discussed in previous sections.

38 6 See, e.g., Shi-Ling Hsu, Climate Triage: A Resources Trust to Address Inequality in
a Climate-Changed World, 50 ENVTL. L. 97, 148-49 (2020) (suggesting that a non-
commodified "resource trust" of food may be necessary to guard against the worst impacts
of climate change).

387 Pappas & Flatt, supra note 4, at 758, 765.
3 88 See supra notes 275-309 and accompanying text.
3 89 See E.C. Pasour, Economic Reality and US. Government Farm Programs, FOUND.

FOR ECON. EDUC. (June 1, 1985), https://fee.org/articles/economic-reality-and-us-
government-farm-programs/ [https://perma.cc/5Q5M-AWZC] ("Farm programs are
incredibly complex and there is no way to determine the net impact of the network of price
supports, marketing orders, credit subsidies, conservation subsidies, food stamps, and other
programs financed through the U.S. Department of Agriculture. However, the programs are
often inconsistent, having opposite effects on farm product prices."); Roger Pielke Jr., The
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3. Electricity Disruption

Climate change can also disrupt electricity provision, and in some instances

these disruptions can cause irreparable harms, leading to high adjustment failure

costs.3 90 However, these high adjustment failure costs are readily identifiable

and can be isolated, allowing for targeted interventions to lower the high

adjustment failure costs associated with the most vulnerable contexts without

major impacts on the broader electricity market.39 1

The last ten years have seen misery and death resulting from climate-related

disruptions in United States electricity supplies.392 Severe weather, such as

wildfires, record breaking cold, and extreme heat have all caused electrical

service failures.393 Though the electrical markets eventually responded and

restored electricity supplies, the periods of disruption nonetheless resulted in

losses of life, particularly in identifiable, vulnerable populations, such as the

elderly and patients in hospitals and nursing homes.3 94

These tragedies demonstrate that these newly arising electrical power

disruptions can cause irreparable harms and high adjustment failure costs,
suggesting the need for intervention. It is an example of where a once efficient

market sees rising adjustment failure costs that cannot directly impact the

market because it is highly regulated. However, in this case the policy

intervention to lower the adjustment failure costs is relatively easy.39 5 For

Hurricane Lull Couldn't Last, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 31, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/

the-hurricane-lull-couldnt-last-1504220969 [https://perma.cc/F6HE-JXJC] (explaining that
government intervention is crucial to support recovery from natural disasters).

390 OFFICE OF ENERGY POLICY & SYs. ANALYSIS, U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, CLIMATE

CHANGE AND THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR: GUIDE FOR CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING AND

RESILIENCE, at iii (Sept. 2016), https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/
2 016 /10/f33/Cli

mate%20Change%20and%20the%20Electricity%20Sector%20Guide%20for%20Climate%
20Change%20Resilience%20PanPlan%20September%20206_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/

WBR3-KTG5].
391 M.J. BRADLEY & ASSOCS., LLC, KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ELECTRIC SECTOR

CLIMATE RESILIENCE POLICY AND INVESTMENTS 1 (Feb. 2020), https://www.mj

bradley.com/sites/default/files/MJB%26A_KeyConsiderationsforClimateResiliencePolicya
ndlnvestment.pdf [https://perma.cc/4YVV-US2G].

392 See generally Sonal Jessel, Samantha Sawyer & Diana HernAndez, Energy, Poverty,

and Health in Climate Change: A Comprehensive Review of an Emerging Literature,
FRONTIERS PUB. HEALTH, Dec. 2019, at 1.

393 Holbrook Mohr, Extreme Weather Poses Increasing Threat to U.S. Power Grid,
ASSOCIATED PRESS (Dec. 22, 2015), https://apnews.com/article/9cOcl6ae72d24f0981blOcl
b474d590e (on file with the Ohio State Law Journal).

394 See, e.g., Sheri Fink & Matt Stevens, Nursing Home Deaths Prompt New Rules by

Florida Governor, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 16, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09 /

16/us/nursing-homes-florida-scott.html [https://perma.cc/VWQ6-R5UF].
395 In fact, historically, electricity has gone in and out of being a commodity, but the

trend has been towards more commodification. This has only occurred because regulation

still strongly requires reliability, which mostly eliminates irreparable harm (such as life or
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instance, hospitals and nursing homes can use back-up generators, battery
storage, and micro-grids to protect against electrical service disruptions, and
these measures are not resisted as inefficient incursions on market freedom,396
nor are they plagued by information problems397 or undercut by contradictory
government policies.39 8 In fact, new laws require such fail-safes to protect
vulnerable populations from electricity disruptions.3 99 So, relatively simple and
uncontroversial measures seem to have successfully reduced adjustment failure
costs in the context of electricity provision,400 and as long as these costs remain
acceptably low, further intervention into electrical markets appears unnecessary.

Again, the adjustment failure cost analysis helps explain the different
situations and policy responses relevant to electricity disruptions and disaster-
prone properties. In both scenarios, climate impacts are increasing unacceptably
high adjustment failure costs, including losses of life, and these high costs
counsel intervention since prior policy intervention doesn't simply allow a
private market response.40 1 However, the ability to target the adjustment failure
costs suggests different responses. With electricity disruptions, non-contentious
regulations can require precautions against service interruptions in critical
situations, effectively reducing high adjustment failure costs by ensuring access
to a supply of electricity in these situations.402 In the context of disaster-prone
properties, the scope of the adjustment failure cost problem is greater, and the
solutions are more divisive, so a broader set of interventions and justifications

death) impacts from disruption. See, e.g., Public vs Private Power: From FDR to Today,
PBS: FRONTLINE, https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/blackout/regula
tion/timeline.html [https://perma.cc/XF39-DWSS].

396 Some oppose managed retreat on these grounds. See supra notes 251-259 and
accompanying text.

397See supra notes 299-307 and accompanying text (discussing the information
problems that raise adjustment failure costs for land).

398 NFIP undercuts managed retreat efforts. See supra notes 91-117 and accompanying
text.

3 9 9See Fink & Stevens, supra note 394; see also e.g., New Law Requires Backup
Emergency Power Generation Requirements for Assisted Living Facilities, CURTIS POWER
SOLUTIONS, https://www.curtispowersolutions.com/news/new-law-enhances-backup-emer
gency-power-generation-requirements-for-assisted-living-facilities [https://perma.cc/GEU7
-AV7N].

400 This may not always be a solution as the impact of climate change becomes more
extreme, but at least for now, the irreparable harm impacts from climate disruption of
electricity can be addressed by these measures.

401 Cameron Hepburn, Environmental Policy, Government, and the Market, 26 Ox FORD
REV. ECON. POL'Y 117, 122 (2010) ("For the environment, unlike other areas of economic
activity, relying on the 'free market' or on 'information provision' is highly unlikely to
deliver satisfactory outcomes because firms have inadequate incentives to internalize
externalities without government intervention .... ").

402 See generally Massoud Amin & Phillip F. Schewe, Preventing Blackouts: Building
a Smarter Power Grid, SCI. AM. (Aug. 14, 2017), https://www.scientificamerican.com/
article/preventing-blackouts-power-grid/ [https://perma.cc/QTC5-8T4G] (discussing the
need for advanced technology to reduce severe power outages across the country).
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is necessary. In some cases, such as relatively less vulnerable properties,
regulations might effectively reduce adjustment failure costs by requiring

resiliency precautions (this is the idea behind New York's Acquisitions

program).403 However, high adjustment failure costs can occur in a much wider

part of the market so they must be avoided through more extensive

decommodification measures.

V. APPLYING ADJUSTMENT FAILURE COST ANALYSIS AND

DECOMMODIFICATION CONCEPTS TO INFORM FEDERAL DISASTER LAWS

We certainly are not the first to identify the problems with federal disaster

management and response laws. From a conceptual angle, important scholarship

has been published by Professors Lisa Grow Sun, RonNell Andersen Jones, and

Justin Pidot. In Deconstructing Disaster, Pidot notes many of the meta and

cognition problems associated with how responses to disasters are framed,
understood, and implemented.404 Professors Sun and Jones recognize how the

use of rhetoric on war disasters has infected the discussion of natural disasters

in a way that fosters opacity.405

On a more granular level, recent criticism notes the complexity of funding

sources and distribution, and recommendations have suggested clearer funding

triggers and authorizations.4 06 Even after Congress passed the Disaster

Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) in 2018, attempting to improve upon some of

the deficiencies in the Stafford Act made clear in the 2017 disasters, many argue

the DRRA has not gone far enough, especially facing the increasing number of

climate related disasters we face on a yearly basis.4 07

Further, in addition to technical issues with how and whether aid is

delivered or whether the system does work necessary to alleviate future harm,
there are critiques of the societal impacts of these laws on communities.408

While we are not proposing that our analyses and suggestions will solve all

flaws in federal disaster policies, we do believe that applying adjustment failure

cost analysis to explain these shortcomings and suggest improvements is an

important new angle in understanding and improving these laws. Current debate

4 0 3 GOvERNOR'S OFFICE OF STORM RECOVERY & N.Y. ST. HOMES & COMMUNITY

RENEWAL, POLICY MANUAL: NY RISING BUYOUT AND ACQUISITION PROGRAM 47-49 (7th

ed. Nov. 2019), https://stormrecovety.ny.gov/sites/default/files/crp/community/documents/
20191115_BuyoutAcquisition_PolicyManual 7.0_FINAL.pdf [https://perma.cc/9UJY-D6GQ].

404 Pidot, supra note 298, at 218.
405 Lisa Grow Sun & RonNell Andersen Jones, Disaggregating Disasters, 60 UCLA L.

REV. 884, 887 (2013).
406 Danshera Wetherington Cords, An Inflection Point for Disaster Relief Superstorm

Sandy, 35 TOURO L. REV. 925, 932-33, 953 (2019).
407 See, e.g., Schroeder, supra note 8, at 1206.
40 8 See generally Kathleen Tierney & Anthony Oliver-Smith, Social Dimensions of

Disaster Recovery, 30 INT'L J. MASS EMERGENCIES & DISASTERS 123 (2012).
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tends to focus on adjusting the NFIP to better price actual risk.409 While this
would likely provide some change in the valuation and identification of risky
properties, it fails to address the fact that some properties are not suitable for
rebuilding (or continued occupancy) at all. 4 10 The current NFIP structure
artificially keeps such properties on the market, perpetuating adjustment failure
costs.411 The secondary effects of the NFIP's "property can always be fixed"
message also contribute to the continued problems. We argue that insights about
adjustment failure costs and commodification can improve federal disaster
planning and relief laws and help implement an efficient and fair version of
managed retreat.

When disaster policies are deployed, the government is already intervening.
in the real estate market and into land management by providing disaster
assistance. We assert that adjustment failure cost analysis is critical for shaping
and informing those interventions. Particularly, in Part A we propose that
adjustment failure cost analysis reveals instances where current disaster
response policies actually raise adjustment failure costs, and we offer
suggestions to rectify that. Additionally, in Part B we propose ways that disaster
response policies can lower adjustment failure costs and improve long-term
management of vulnerable properties. Finally, in Part C we overview integrated
changes to improve federal disaster relief policies.

A. Changes to Prevent Disaster Response Policies from Raising
Adjustment Failure Costs

As a starting point, disaster laws should at least do no harm. From the
perspective of adjustment failure cost analysis, this means that disaster response
policies should not raise adjustment failure costs in a dynamic climate for
vulnerable properties. However, current disaster policies likely do more to
increase adjustment failure costs than they do to reduce them.4 12 Thus, a first
set of proposed alterations aims at least to prevent disaster policies from making
high adjustment failure costs even worse. To this end, we suggest changing
disaster policies to 1) reduce the moral hazards of NFIP that perpetuate risky
investments and disincentivize participation in buyout programs, and 2) reduce

4 09 See Andrew G. Simpson, FEMA Postpones Switch to New Risk-Based Flood
Insurance Rating Until 2021, INS. J. (Nov. 8, 2019), https://www.insurancejoumal.com/
news/national/2019/11/08/548044.htm [https://perma.cc/WH49-F4XW].

4 10
See DENA ADLER & JOEL SCATA, SABIN CTR. FOR CLIMATE CHANGE L., BREAKING

THE CYCLE OF "FLOOD-REBUILD-REPEAT": LOCAL AND STATE OPTIONS TO IMPROVE
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE AND IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS IN THE NATIONAL FLOOD
INSURANCE PROGRAM 14-15 (Jan. 2019), http://columbiaclimatelaw.com/files/2019/01/
Adler-Scata-2019-01-Breaking-the-Cycle-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/C6KS-XKM9].

411 See Klein, The National, supra note 66, at 297.4 1 2 See generally Saundra K. Schneider, Governmental Response to Disasters: The
Conflict Between Bureaucratic Procedures and Emergent Norms, 52 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 135
(1992) (explaining how many governmental responses to disaster are "slow, ineffective, and
misguided").
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the complexity and delay of the HGMP that practically forecloses many buyout
efforts.

Beginning with NFIP, we join the chorus of those lamenting the well

documented perverse incentives of this program and calling for improvement.
While we do not claim that we have a final solution to the NFIP disputes that
have roiled the country for years, we propose a general direction. We advocate

for eliminating the moral hazards of NFIP that exacerbate adjustment failure
costs by encouraging investments in risky property and impeding buyout
participation.

This means more than tinkering around the edges. Specifically, it will not

even be enough to bring premiums in line with actual risk, or to try to engineer

away the risks.4 13 Nor would a return to the open market by partial privatization
of flood insurance work since this would likely simply leave the riskiest

properties in the federal insurance system.4 14 Instead, the NFIP should be

revamped and combined with the HGMP to provide buyout money for at-risk

properties rather than insurance money for rebuilding.41s
Second, we argue for altering the HGMP to reduce the complexity and delay

associated with buyout funding. The current process perpetuates adjustment

failure costs by practically foreclosing buyout efforts.4 16 As discussed in Part II,
delays in securing federal buyout funding have hampered buyout efforts and led

to vulnerable properties being redeveloped and returned to private markets,
renewing the market cycle of high adjustment failure costs.417 This is, in great
part, due to the ambivalence about buyouts at all, requiring multiple federal,
state, and local iterative processes related to which properties might be eligible.
If federal policy supports buyouts for at-risk properties, funds can flow straight

from the federal government to homeowners (just as with the NFIP), greatly
reducing the complexity and delay of funding.

Such recognition of buyouts as preferred policy can greatly alter disaster

risk. Because of the complexity and limitations of the federal buyout system,
desperate communities have already tried variations on the buyout strategy. For

instance, Washington State is buying out oft-flooded riverine environments,4 18

and there are proposed buyouts for frequent flooding in Virginia.4 19 As noted

above, the city of Charlotte, North Carolina already has a robust buyout program

413 Song et al., supra note 84.
4 14 See, e.g., Thomas Frank, Insurers Cherry-Pick Homes, Leave Flooded Ones for Feds,

E&E NEWS (Dec. 3, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/stories/1061707701 [https://perma.cc/

8BRP-22JM].
415 This alteration to NFIP would also eliminate concerns about eligibility and fraud,

such as how much property was damaged and how much should be spent on repair. The

property should simply be identified, prior market valuation determined, and payout made.
4 16 Kelsey Peterson, Emily Apadula, David Salvesen, Miyuki Hino, Rebecca Kihslinger

& Todd K. BenDor, A Review of Funding Mechanisms for US Floodplain Buyouts,
SUSTAINABILITY, Nov. 2020, at 1, 4.

417 Song et al., supra note 84.
418 Brown, supra note 69.
4 19 Coutu, supra note 362.
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that has a dedicated funding stream, avoiding the delays of federal
appropriations.420 These nimbler programs allow for realistic deployment of
buyouts when adjustment failure costs counsel them. Such programs should
inform amendments to federal disaster response processes to facilitate efficient,
effective buyouts of high adjustment failure cost properties.

B. Changes to Lower Adjustment Failure Costs and Improve Long-
Term Management of Vulnerable Properties

Beyond not making matters worse, federal disaster response policies can
also affirmatively improve the problem of recurrent disaster losses for
vulnerable properties by promoting long-term management strategies to lower
adjustment failure costs. Currently, disaster response policies attend primarily
(and appropriately) to victims, the people who have suffered disaster losses.4 21
However, we argue that these policies should also attend to the long-term
management of the properties afflicted by these disasters. Addressing the
properties will lower adjustment failure costs and provide future protection for
people, both those who choose to stay on vulnerable properties and those who
might buy them in the future.

As Part IV discussed, adjustment failure cost analysis informs both when
and how to deploy buybacks and managed retreat policies, and it suggests long-
term strategies for addressing vulnerable properties and preventing recurrent
losses.422 To implement these long-term strategies and allow disaster response
policies to intervene appropriately in high adjustment failure cost scenarios, we
recommend that federal disaster response policies should increase buyout
possibilities. This can be done by providing greater funding to enable buyout
programs, by increasing buyout eligibility, and by tying buyout compensation
to pre-flooding property values. At the same time, federal buyback policies
should make the most of these buyout interventions to lower adjustment failure
costs. Thus, we suggest that federal disaster response policies should always
couple buybacks with commodification alterations, and that federal programs
should provide a suite of decommodification options that can be suited to
individual contexts.

First, federal disaster response policies should open the door to more buyout
possibilities by increasing buyout funding. Studies have shown that buying out
flood damaged property is more efficient than rebuilding.423 Moreover, these

420Id
421 See generally Luis E. de la Torre, Irina S. Dolinskaya & Karen R. Smilowitz,

Disaster Relief Routing: Integrating Research and Practice, 46 Socio-ECON. PLAN. SC\. 88
(2012) (explaining that must of the focus of "disaster relief logistics is the distribution of
life-saving commodities to beneficiearies").

422 See supra Part IV.B.
423 Lucas Eastman, Flood, Rebuild, Repeat: The Need for Flood Insurance Reforms,

NAT'L RESOURCE DEF. COUNCIL: EXPERT BLOG (Aug. 11, 2016), https://www.nrdc.org/
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studies only consider direct property repair expenditures and do not even

consider the cost in lives and human suffering that is an important piece of the

high adjustment failure costs.424 Altering the NFIP and HGMP, as we propose
above, and letting buyouts come directly from the federal government should

shift focus from repair to retreat and should speed up payment, thereby making

available sufficient funding to vastly expand the buyout program. Moreover,
buyout funding would further swell if even a fraction of the money Congress

has individually authorized for retrospective disaster aid were redirected to

prospective buyouts and retreat.425

Second, and relatedly, federal disaster response policies should increase

buyout eligibility to include the possibility of not only post-disaster but also pre-
disaster buyouts. Currently, the main source of buyout funding for states and

localities is from federal post-disaster appropriations.426 However, to reduce

adjustment failure costs, communities pursuing buyouts and managed retreat

efforts should be allowed to be proactive, not just reactive. Most communities,
if given proper administration and funding, could identify and prioritize

vulnerable properties suitable for buyouts.427 While no community would be

able to perfectly predict the location of future disasters, this would at least allow

policymakers to pick out the low hanging fruit where the disaster probability is

highest. In fact, such a proactive approach has worked in Charlotte, North

Carolina, which relies on its own funding sources to identify and prioritize

vulnerable properties and buy them out when money becomes available.428

Federal policies should copy the success of Charlotte's experiment and make

money available for pre-disaster buyouts. Moreover, federal resources could

further aid this proactive, preventive approach by helping identify vulnerable

properties through updated flood zone maps and prior disaster impacts.4 29

Third, post-disaster buyouts should move much more quickly if they are to

be effective. Current federal buyout timelines can make buyouts unattractive,
even to repetitive-loss property owners, because they take much too long to be

of assistance to the homeowner.430 However, by the time a buyout is proposed

experts/rob-moore/flood-rebuild-repeat-need-flood-insurance-reforms [https://perma.cc/C2
ZG-WGAG].

424 See id.
4 2 5 See NAT'L INST. OF BLDG. SCIS., NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION SAVES 116 (Dec.

2019), https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.nibs.org/resource/resmgr/reports/mitigation-saves_20
19/mitigationsaves2019report [https://perma.cc/J2AY-VHHL] (explaining that every dollar
the federal government spends on mitigation projects reduces future costs by an average of
six dollars).

426 Peterson et al., supra note 416, at 1.
4 2 7See ROBERT FREUDENBERG, ELLIS CALVIN, LAURA TOLKOFF & DARE BRAWLEY,

BUY-IN FOR BUYOUTS: THE CASE FOR MANAGED RETREAT FROM FLOOD ZONES 57-59

(2016), https://www.linconinst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/buy-in-for-buyouts-fuli.pdf
[https://perma.cc/443W-69TZ].

428 Moore, supra note 64.
429 See Klein, The National, supra note 66, at 302-03.
430 Moore, supra note 64.
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in a community, people are under pressure to move on, and property values may
have plummeted as a result of the multiple disasters leading to the buyout
proposal.43 1 In such situations, repetitive-loss property owners may be more
willing to secure any money by selling to a private developer, who externalizes
the future harm, than to wait for the government buyout program, and this
dynamic costs individuals and society more in the long run.4 32 Again, the
situation in Houston after Hurricane Harvey provides a recent example.433

There, private investors were able to make offers that were more attractive than
waiting for buyouts for repeatedly flooded houses; this meant that Harris County
"lost to private parties 88 Harvey-flooded houses it wanted to buy."434 To avoid
such scenarios and allow for buyouts to be competitive, federal policies must
speed up compensation. This would allow property owners to avoid selling for
a loss simply because of uncertainty and timing. It would allow governments to
avoid some costs of future disaster.

To further incentivize buyout participation, federal policies might even
allow buyouts to include a small premium (such as five percent) to address
idiosyncratic value. Sometimes victims of recurrent flooding are eager to
relocate, but that is not always the case.435 Often, attachment to land by residents
is a major barrier to relocation efforts, whether in disaster response or other
contexts.43 6 Indeed, owners of vulnerable parcels often continue to occupy them
because of particularly strong attachments to specific properties and areas.4 37

While a small premium for buyout participation would not be enough to
overcome all such attachments, it would at least marginally enhance the
incentive to participate in buyout efforts. The premium would also help
distinguish between those who remain on land because of financial value versus
those who have high subjective values. For the former, the premium should be
a greater inducement to relocate. For the latter, such as older or long-term

431 Id
432 See Hunn, supra note 88.
433 Id
434 Hunn & Dempsey, supra note 89.
435 See Kate Miller, Pacific: For Displaced Flood Victims, There's No Place Like Home,

ST. LoUis POST-DISPATCH (Aug. 19, 2008), https://www.stltoday.com/suburban-joumals/
pacific-for-displaced-flood-victims-theres-no-place-like-home/article_0e4258a6-be7c-5f2b
-ab9e-0943c4742f58.html [https://perma.cc/DB73-RUB3].

436 The Shenandoah National Park was assembled via purchases from multiple small
landowners. See Diane M. Dale, Note, The Boundary Dilemma at Shenandoah National
Park, 16 VA. ENvTL. L.J. 607, 610-11 n.33 (1997). Offered price was a problem as the
market value of the land was very low (this was for rough land during the Depression), but
the biggest obstacle was for relocation of residents. Id at 611-12.

437 See generally Brenda Phillips, Patricia Ann Stukes & Pamela Jenkins, Freedom Hill
Is Not for Sale-and Neither Is the Lower Ninth Ward, 43 J. BLACK STUD. 405 (2012)
(demonstrating the deep connection people have to their communities even after natural
disasters and extreme economic hardship).
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residents,438 it may not be, but it could point toward other buyout approaches.

For instance, it may be possible to at least secure a voluntary439 buyout of all

interest except for current uninterrupted habitation (or life estate).440

Finally, federal disaster response policies should provide a suite of options

for altering commodification to ensure that buyouts effectively reduce the

adjustment failure costs associated with vulnerable properties. As discussed in

Part IV.B., if properties are bought out to address high adjustment failure cost,
the commodification of the properties must be altered in some way to lower

these adjustment failure costs.44 1 Federal buyout policies should ensure that this

is so. For instance, it should be the default position that buyouts attend to

adjustment failure cost. Federal policies might accomplish this by requiring, as

a condition of releasing federal funding, that buyout programs manage or restrict

the properties to reduce the adjustment failure costs prompting the buyout.

That said, altering commodification can take many forms and should be

tailored to individual situations. So, federal disaster policies should develop and

accept a variety of commodification options to fit varied adjustment failure cost

contexts. Currently, the federal acquisition program espouses only one form of

altered commodification, in which acquired property is decommodified as

greenspaceY42 However, additional options are available, and federal programs

should include these options. For instance, the New York Buyout and

Acquisition program includes two options for altering the commodification of

bought-out property: full decommodification for the most vulnerable property,

and limited development rights for less vulnerable property.443 Purchasing all

but life estates would also lessen future adjustment failure costs while respecting

community and autonomy, particularly for elderly owners. The federal program

too should provide multiple models of decommodification as well as guidance

for when they can be deployed.

438 See, e.g., David A. Lieb, Home Buyouts Split Apart a Flood-Prone Missouri Town,

E&E NEWS: CLIMATEWIRE (Nov. 25, 2019), https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/
1061638045/ [https://perma.cc/6ZN9-LNVL].

439 In such instances, eminent domain may not be politically feasible, but it would be

an option, particularly in very highly vulnerable properties.

4 0 See Byrne, supra note 361, at 114-15 (suggesting. managed retreat through

condemnation of future interests).
441 See supra Part IV.B.
442 See FREUDENBERG ET AL., supra note 427, at 4, 26; Moving People Out of Harm's

Way: Property Buyouts, NATURALLY RESILIENT COMMUNITIES, http://nrcsolutions.org/

moving-people-out-of-harms-way-property-buyouts/ [https://perma.cc/EW68-SJQS].
443 OFF. STORM RECOvERY, supra note 366.
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C. Integrated Changes to Federal Disaster Relief

To accomplish the goals of law reform discussed above requires three inter-
related things:

1. An identification of the properties most at risk of high adjustment
failure costs and thus most in need of altered commodification;

2. Funding for a much larger scale of buyouts; and
3. A much higher threshold for any monies that go to rebuilding as

opposed to buyouts.

All of these are advanced by requiring a major change in the NFIP and
HGMP from a model of insurance for rebuilding to a model of insurance for
loss but not rebuilding.44 In addition to reducing large adjustment failure costs,
this in turn reduces the complexity of both the NFIP and the HGMP, and it uses
federal funds more efficiently.445

Rebuilding should generally not be the option in areas that have been hit
hard by disasters such as flooding. Insurance for repair should be limited to some
smaller amount (such as up to twenty percent) of a property's value.446 Anything
beyond that should be moved into the bucket of properties most at risk that
should be bought out. We now know that flooding disasters are not a one-time
occurrence and that climate change will keep making that problem worse.447
Therefore, rebuilding should not be the presumptive first option; retreat should
be.

By making retreat the more likely option, the HGMP also becomes
simplified.448 It merely requires an analysis of pre-disaster market value. It does
not need to require community request, state acquiescence, and federal oversight
to avoid fraud. If the property qualifies, it can be moved quickly to retreat.

44 See Ike Brannon & Ari Blask, Reforming the National Flood Insurance Program:
Toward Private Flood Insurance, CATO INST. (July 19, 2017), https://www.cato.org/
publications/policy-analysis/reforming-national-flood-insurance-program-toward-private-
flood [https://perma.cc/PY75-PBKV].

445 MARSH & MCLELLAN COS., REFORMING THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE
PROGRAM 15 (Dec. 2015) [hereinafter MARSH & MCLELLAN]; Sam Alhadeff, Reforming the
National Flood Insurance Program, GEO. PUB. POL'Y REV. (2020), http://www.gppr
spring.com/the-national-flood-insurance-program#new-page-85 [https://perma.cc/E59P-
RSUY].

44 6 The line could be drawn where it is balanced between acceptability and reducing the
incentive to rebuild.

44 How Climate Change Is Making Record-Breaking Floods the New Normal, UNITED
NATIONS ENV'T PROGRAMME (Mar. 3, 2020), https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-
stories/story/how-climate-change-making-record-breaking-floods-new-normal [https://
perma.cc/M6TS-TECA].

448See, Managed Retreat Toolkit: Economic Funding, GEO. CLIMATE CTR.,
https://www.georgetownclimate.org/adaptation/toolkits/managed-retreat-toolkit/economic-
funding.html?jurisdiction=10567 [https://perma.cc/CGV2-NZTR].
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Buyout could still be voluntary in the sense that a homeowner can choose

not to sell, but the fundamental alteration of the NFIP would mean that there

would no longer be a cross incentive to remain. A party could pay for repair

themselves, buy private insurance at market rates; or accept federal insurance

money for a buyout (perhaps with a retained life estate) at above market rates.

We realize that this may seem politically difficult, as have all proposed

changes to the NFIP, but if there is a wider recognition of the high costs of repeat

disasters and repeat rebuilding, this could become more feasible.

Adjustment failure cost analysis counsels a number of changes in federal

disaster response laws, and some of these changes track earlier proposals for

improving the NFIP and related policies, but some are different.449
The fact that these changes have not already occurred is likely a product of

inertia and reliance on the status quo. But the reality of climate change is that

the status quo is no longer stable.4 50 Climate change has altered and is still

altering the physical background upon which all law is based,451 so disruption

of reliance interests or past practice is inevitable. Thus, disaster response and

management law must be dynamic to match the new climate changed dynamic

environment. Adjustment failure cost analysis allows policymakers to

appreciate and account for dynamism, and it can push federal disaster response

laws to be more efficient, effective, and fair in addressing high adjustment

failure costs.452

VI. CONCLUSION

Recurrent disasters ravaging vulnerable properties are a major public

concern, and climate change threatens to aggravate the issue. At the same time,
ineffective federal disaster response laws not only fail to improve the situation,
but they also actually frustrate it by impeding adaptation efforts and encouraging

patterns of risky development. The whole situation is a problem, and it calls for

renewed efforts toward policy solutions. But simply reforming insurance

policies to account for understood risk in a climate changed dynamic may not

be sufficient.
This Article proposes a fresh analytical framework that recognizes high and

increased adjustment failure costs in disaster losses. By highlighting the

importance of adjustment failure costs, this Article offers an important

perspective that allows policymakers to determine when disaster risks require

intervening in real estate markets through programs like buyouts. Additionally,

449 Brannon & Blask, supra note 444.
450 Bertrand Badrd, Emmanuel Faber, Bertrand Piccard, Paul Polman & Ronald Cohen,

We're Faced with a Choice Between Destruction and the Status Quo. This Is what We Need

To Do, WORLD ECON. F. (Dec. 11, 2018), https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/12/the-
financial-sector-must-act-swiftly-and-with-strength-on-climate-change/ [https://perma.cc/

3VU8-YNJV].
451 Flatt, Unsettled, supra note 103, at 1397.
452 MARSH & MCLELLAN, supra note 445, at 17.
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the adjustment failure cost analysis gives policymakers tools for long-term
management of properties after buyouts occur. These insights are crucial for
effective climate adaptation efforts, and they can improve federal disaster
response policies by making them more effective in promoting resiliency or
managed retreat.






